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Election generates
higher voter turnout,
Kapic-Taylor runoff

The thrill of the grill ...

JON ROGERS/Mustang Daily

I

Ken McConnell, an industrial technology junior, cooks steak sandwiches to raise money for the
Polo Club at last weekend’s Poly Agri View. The club raised about $300 during the two-day event.
See tomorrow's follow-up story.

This year’s ASI ele^tivjns
resulted in a runoff for ASI presi
dent and an increase in voters.
In the presidential race, ASI
executive staff member Dave
Kapic and incumbent Adam
'Ihylor nearly tied, each with ap
proximately 39 percent of the
vote. They face off again Wednes
day.
Kapic received 1,915 voU's.
Taylor had 1,900. Business Ad
ministration senior Kim ForresttM' received 1,064 votes.
Agribusiness junior Dennis
Albiani beat out political science
junior Renée Jensen in the race
for chairman of the board with
nearly 60 percent of the vote.
S tudents overw h elm in gly
passed both ballot resolutions. In
short, one resolution bans smok
ing in faculty offices at all times
and the other allows for future
bylaw changes to be made by
either the student body or the
board of directors.
ASI tallies show that 4,879
people voted in the election,
roughly 30 percent of the cam
pus’ eligible voters. ASI officials
estimated a total of 4,100 people
voted last year, about 25 percent
of the campus’ eligible voters.
See ELECTIONS, page 4

Professor tries to revive the Poly
good or days with beanie decals
By Tracy Condron
S taff W riter____________

Imagine this. It’s 1948 and
you’re a freshman entering Cal
Poly, an all-male college. The
average age of a freshman stu
dent is 26, because World War II
has ended and the veterans are
now going to college. Having just
endured a bUxxIy war. Cal Poly’s
student body pulls together to
recover from a worldwide crisis.
This is how it was when Cal
Poly animal science professor
Wallace Glidden first attended
Cal Poly.
Cal Poly has changed a lot
since then, especially with the
addition of women to the student
body. Glidden, however, wants to
bring back some of the “old Cal
Poly.”
“I don’t want the students to
lose some of the traditions we
had,” Glidden said. “Poly is going
through changes. We have to
hang on to some of our roots.”
One of the traditions Glidden
wants to bring back has to do
with a certain decal which pic
tured Cal Poly’s mascot, the mus

Obispo

tang, wearing a beanie.
Glidden said this decal was
seen on notebooks, cars, trucks
and dorm windows.
The significance o f the tnidition was that incoming fresh
men, for the first two weeks of
school, had to wear a lx*ame.
After two weeks, the freshmen
had to compete against tlie
sophomores in the “OlMiipu’
Games," lu'ld at the sta»luim
If

tin *

s o p h o m o re s

Reminder:

d < 'te a te » l

the freshmen, the freshmen had
to wear the beanies for another
two weeks. If the freshmen won,
though, they could stop wearing
the beanies.
“We wanted to get away from
the agony of war,” Glidden said.
“Men who had seen the bUxidiest
of war felt these traditions were
important.”
Glidden suggested that this
year’s freshmen consider doing
this to next year’s freshmen.
When Glidden returned to Cal
Poly as a professor in 1961, he
noticed the decal was no where
to be found. Even he had not
saved one of the decals.
He searched all over for the
decal and contacted alumni.
Finally, he received a phone call
from a Cal Poly graduate who
had one original decal.
Glidden got the decal and has
since reproduced it.
"1 didn't want to see us lose
something," Glidden said. “ I
w.inted to bring it back. The
iierit.ige will always W here."
.\ccording to Glidden it was
.Sec BK \MK. page S

In Sports Mondoy:

ASI Election Results
P r e s id e n t
Forrester
Kapic
T ayor
C h a irm a n o f th e B o a rd

1064
1915
1900

Albiani
Jensen
In itia t iv e s

2665
1789
(B o th p a s s e d )

S m oking Ban
Bylaw A m endont

3816 822
2277 880

B o a r d o f D ir e c to r s
School of Ag
574
58?
559
5;i?
93

S haun N e a l
D eitd te Flynn
Todd F e rn a n d e s
N oel B osa
D an Nail (write in)

School of A rch/E nvii

Design

M arhe B an r/iom e
Julie R ea d e r
M ike M cIntyre

School of B usiness
D ennis Lang
Jennifer Feld er
B rent Drouin (write in)

The Cal Poly soffball team
beat second-ranked Chapman
twice on Saturday to take
the lead in the CCAA.

Phil E u g en io

590
588
655
646

School of Liberal Arts
Brent HuNquisI
Kelly G re g o r
Kurl S c h w a b e

220
287
141

School of P rofessional S tudies
D ev e n Lindem an n
P a m e la P ow ers
Tony W arlm dalo

274
412
357

School of S cien ce and M ath
Paul S aha rg u n

418

Health fair in Chumash
kicks off Women’s Week
■ Various groups will discuss the mentally
ill, nutrition, ethnic issues and self-defense.

By Anne McMahon

at Cal Poly’s Cooperative
Education and Placement Ser
vices, is the event coordinator.
She said .all the participating
org.anizations are l(Kal non
profit agencies.
“We decided not to tiy to
limit it to only (physical) heal
th-related groups,” said Lopez,
“because it is pretty subjective
as to what health actually is.”
Lopez is a board member of
Casa Solana, a residential
program for women addicted to
alcohol or other drugs, which
will be represented at the fair.
She said, “I know how im
portant it is for them (nonprofit
organizations) to find free ways
to get their message out to the
public.”
More than 60 organizations
were invited to p.articipate, but
because most are run by a
limited number of volunteers
and/or paid staff, only 20
See FAIR, page 8

S taff W riter

How would you define your
“health and wholeness?”
Cal Poly’s 10th annual
Women’s Week starts today
with the theme “Women’s Heal
th and Wholeness: Whose
Prescription Is It?”, and the
participants at today’s Health
Provider’s Fair are here to help
you write your own prescrip
tion for physical, emotional, so
cial and financial health and
wholeness.
Representatives from an
eclectic group o f agencies will
be in Chumash Auditorium for
the fair from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
This is the first time that
health has been the central
theme of Women’s Week, so the
Health Provider’s Fair is some
thing new.
Roxana Lopez, an a d 
ministrative operations analyst

Tuesday's weather:

y

Highs: 50s-60s
Lows: 40s
wirids 15 mph
2 ft. seas w swells4 ft
n\A/

Page 5

350
389
92

Senool of Engineering
G e o tl Austin
M ark P eters
Gus Gonz.aies

Mostly sunny.

Vote in Wednesday's
run-off election.

130
155
147
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COMMENTARY
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Poly needs good
grad speaker
For five long years we have
struggled to attain an educa
tional milestone, brought to
fruition by the spring com
mencement ceremonies. The
excitement caused by the
proximity of the realization of
our endeavors was brought to
an abrupt halt upon discover
ing who the speaker at the
ceremonies is scheduled to be.
Of the many possible can
didates available for the
honor of speaking at the
morning ceremonies, we are
distraught with the decision
made by the commencement
committee. While it is obvious
the gentleman chosen has
outstanding credentials, we
find his qualifications lacking
and insuHicient to justify him
addressing our commence
ment audience comprised of
those from the fields of
agriculture, engineering and
science and mathematics.
Many of our parents have
sacrificed a great deal to put
their sons and daughters
though sch(X)l. These people
will be traveling at one of the
major events of our lives.
After all the sacrifices these
parents have made, do they
deserve to be subjected to the
selection which has been
made? What this man has
done is to be commended, but
It hardly relates to either the
background or the future of
the majority of the graduates
participating in the morning
ceremonies
Many of our peer institu

M

tions’ graduation ceremonies
are Ix'ing commenced by For
tune 500 C.E.O.’s, successful
politicians and many other
nationally prominent mem
bers of our scxiiety. We and
our parents, however, will be
subjected to a speaker whose
message will be inappropriate
and impertinent.

Ben W olff
ACB
J o e Silveira
AGB

Letters Policy

Anyone interested in sub
mitting a commentary for the
opinion page can do so. Com
mentaries should be typed.
They must be no longer than
three pages and no shorter
than one-and-a-half pages.
Guest commentaries do not
necessarily represent the
views of Mustang Daily.
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Letters to the editor should
be typed and no longer than
250 words. Letters must in
clude the author’s name,
phone number and major.
Mustang Daily reserves the
right to edit letters for clarity,
accuracy and length. Letters
should be submitted to room
226 in the Graphic Arts
Building.
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Academic Affairs shares
some short-term decisions
By R.D. Koob
Anyone reading the newspaper must be
aware by now that the financial outlook for next
year is rather grim. The final outcome is still
very uncertain because more of the significant
legislative prtxtesses are yet to be completed. At
present, all we have available for guidance is the
governor’s budget and the Board of Trustee’s
response, Thken together they send the message
back to Cal Poly that we could lose as many ns
100-plus faculty positions plus an even larger
number o f administrative and staff positions.
This reduction includes some 70-plus ad
ministrative and staff positions already
sacrificed to budget shortfalls in the past three
years which now must be institutionalized.
Because the final budget numbers will not be
known until the middle of June at the earliest, it
is difficult to say now exactly what steps will be
taken to accommodate the shortfall. Nonethe
less, prudent management requires that Cal
Poly plan for some target numbers with an ap
propriate error band around that target.
Tb do this wisely, it is necessary to gain as
much information as possible about the univer
sity. No ad hoc process will yield the kind of indepth information available from a well-planned
and well-executed assessment program. But
even limited assessment, if done accurately, is
better than none.
For purposes o f this discussion a program is
any organized activity which uses resources
budgeted to Academic Affairs. In addition to in
structional programs in the departments, this
includes professional development programs
such as sabbatical leaves, special student
programs such as the campus farm and ath
letics, and instructional support activities such
as the library and enrollment support services.
T) provide as much information as possible
about our current program structure, an all
faculty task force has been formed to assess our
cuiTent academic program array. Seven o f the 14
members compromising this task force were
selected by the Academic Senate Executive Com
mittee and seven faculty i.^embers were ap-

inirm--

pointed by President Baker. These people bring
together expertise gained by serving on a variety
of campus committees including Academic Plan
ning, Senate Long Range Planning, Senate Cur
riculum and Senate Budget committees. Tlie
task force will utilize criteria developed by the
Senate Long Range Planning Committee.
The criteria calls for a comprehensive
program review, something clearly beyond the
realm of possibility with the short time at our
disposal. Thus, the task force will use informa
tion currently available in the university data
bases that illuminate the criteria. Extracts of
this data will be returned to the departments
and other units for verification and comment.
Based on this coarse screen, programs will be
selected for more careful review. Ultimately,
some programs will be placed in an “at risk*
category.
The recommendations of the task force will be
considered advisory to the Academic Senate for
academic actions and the president for resource
allocation actions.
Budget decisions ultimately must be made by
the president. Prior to making any decisions, the
president will consult with, at minimum, the
president’s Advisory Committee on Budget and
Resource Allocation. Recommendations from the
Academic Deans’ council relayed to the president
via the vice president for academic affairs are
also likely to be seriously considered by the
president.
What happens if a decision is made to reduce
or discontinue the funding to a given instruc
tional program? My next letter will focus on the
process and possible consequences of such a
decision.
If you would like to ask questions about this
or any other budget-relatad issue, please make
your e-mail inquiry to “Budget at Cal Pbly.”
I will add your e-mail address to a mail list
and provides copies to you on questions and
answers from others as well,
R.D. Kooh IS the vice president o f academic af
fairs. This is the second in a series about budget
decisions.
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Marines start building City council skeptical
‘safe-haven’ for Kurds of selling police guns
SILOPI, Turkey (AP) — U.S. Marines on
Sunday began building the first safe-haven
settlement for Kurdish refugees in northern
Iraq, despite more bitter denunciations from
Iraq.
As Marines moved into the area of Zakho,
Saddam Hussein’s troops withdrew as
agreed, some even ofTering smiles and waves
to the arriving Americans.
But the Marines were surprised to find
200 Iraqi police in the city. The police pulled
out as well, but some U.S. officials objected
that they had been sent to Zakho at all.
“We are very concerned about this new
development, the introduction of police for
ces, which we think is contrary to the spirit
of our agreement,” said Lt. Col. Bob Flocke, a
U.S. military spokesman.

DETROIT (AP) — The police want to have
a better chance against well-arm ed
criminals, but their plan to pay for more
powerful weapons by selling off the old ones
has raised concerns about where their aging
arsenal could end up.
The police last week asked City Council
for permission to sell 8,482 old guns and
1,500 holsters to a wholesaler for more than
$600,000. The wholesaler would then resell
most o f them to licensed retail firearms
dealers outside Michigan.
The nine-member council, without taking
a vote, refused initially to approve the re
quest, saying it wanted more time to discuss
it.

State
Private plane crashes
near Santa Barbara
SANTA BARBAR^ Calif. (AP) — A
private plane crashed in a remote area of the
Los Padres National Forest, killing at least
three people, authorities said Sunday.
Rescuers on Sunday spotted the wreckage
of the Piper Cherokee in the mountainous
area about 35 miles southeast of Santa Bar
bara, said Tim Gracey, spokesman for the
Santa Barbara County Sheriffs Department.
Rescuers confirmed that three people
were killed. It was not immediately known if
a fourth person was on board the four-seat
plane, Gracey said.
Four people were on the plane when it
took off Saturday morning from Van Nuys
Airport for Santa Barbara, said Ed Mat
thews, senior flight instructor for Westwind
Aviation, the plane’s owner.

Schwarzkopf returns, Lecturer on leave for
Church roof collapses gets hero’s welcome
saying he has drugs
during concert, kills 7
MACDILL AIR FORCE BASE, Fla. (AP)
POMPIGNAN, FVance (AP) — The roofing
on the nave of a church collapsed during a
classical music concert, killing seven people,
including two girls and the mayor of this
southwestern village, officials said Sunday.
Thirteen people were injured in the acci
dent Saturday night, officials said.
“It started with cracking sounds. People
thought of an air current or a badly closed
door,” said Assistant Mayor Antonin
Faucani, one of about 60 people who at
tended the violin and piano concert.
The noise then increased and “sounded
like an explosion,” he said. “There were loud
cries. I turned the lights on. And the sight
was before me.”

— Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf returned to
a hero’s welcome Sunday, taking his family
in a bear hug and telling a cheering crowd,
“It’s great to be home.”
As he stepped off the plane at MacDill Air
Force Base, the victorious U.S. commander
saluted, then with a broad smile embraced
his wife, Brenda, and their three children.
His black Labrador, “Bear,” bounded into his
arms.
“I can’t describe to you the emotions in all
of our hearts,” Schwarzkopf said after
making his way through a crowd of 500
well-wishers. “It’s great to be an American.”
The turnout was smaller than expected
after officials spent several days encouraging
people to stay home and avoid a crush.

Fast Contacts for SLO People
Offering same day replacement on most soft and
gas permeable contaa lenses

Optometrie Services of San Luis Obispo

David A. Schultz, O.D.
Contact Lenses and Unique Eyewear

778 Marsh Street, SLO

5 4 3 -5 2 00
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STANFORD, Calif. (AP) — For lecturer
Stuart Rpges, saying he carries illegal drugs
in his backpack on the Stanford University
campus and advised a student it was safe to
try one is a matter of free speech.
But for administrators, Reges’ statements
could be an intentional violation of policy
that could cost Stanford all its federal fund
ing.
Stanford, after receiving a warning from
federal drug czar Bob Martinez, has placed
the award-winning computer science lecturer
on paid leave and has started an investiga
tion.
Reges, who pnKlaimed his views to
federal officials, said he was “somewhat
stunned” by the turn of events.

Writing a better
prescription for
women’s health
By Donna Lynn Darmody

S pecial to the Daily

It begins today. Women’s
Week 1991. A full week of
workshops and presentations
devoted specifically to the
physical and emotional health
o f w om en. The them e:
Women’s Health and Whole
ness: Whose Prescription?
One may ask, “Why focus
on women’s health? \ ^ y not
health in general? What’s so
different about men and
women’s health?
It’s quite clear that certain
conditions are unique to
women (breast cancer, dys
menorrhea, caesarean sec
tion) or are more prevalent
(lupus, osteoporosis, eating
disorders). And, there are
conf'erns specific to women in
regards to health treatment.
For example, 70 percent of all
psychoactive drugs (tran
quilizers, antidepressants)
are prescribed to women.
More women than men do
seek treatment for psychologiScc HEALTH BEAT, page 4
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ELECTIONS
I'rom pufje 1
The election also determined 24
directors.
Elected from Engineering:
electronic
engineering
sop h om ore Gus G on za le z ,
electronic
engineering
sophomore Phil Eugenio, in
dustrial engineering senior Geoff

Austin and computer engineer
ing junior Mark Peters.
Elected from Liberal Arts:
journalism junior Kelly Gregor,
political science sophomore
Brent Hultquist and political
science junior Kurt Schwabe.
Elected from Business: busi
ness sophomore Jennifer Felder,

economics stmior l\>nnis Lang
and business freshman Brent
Drouin, a \vTite-in candidate.
Elected from Science and
Math: biology junior Paul Saharg'.in.
Elected from Architecture and
Environmental Design: city and
regional planning junior Julie

Reader, landsca|:)e archit<‘cLiire
junior Mike McIntyre and ar
chitecture junior Marlie Bar
tolome.
Elected from Professional
Studies: industrial technology
junior Pamela Powers, industrial
technology senio/ Tony Martindale and graphic communication

junior Deveri Lindemann.
Elected from Agriculture:
agribusiness sophomore Deirdre
Flynn, agribusiness junior Shaun
Neal, agribusiness freshman
'I'odd P'ernandes, agribusiness
stuiior Noel Rosa and animal
science sophomore Dan Nail, a
wriU*-in candidate.

Ironically, in other areas of medi
cal practice they receive fewer
technological interventions. This
is due, in part, to the fact that
white men continue to be, almost
exclusively, studied in major
health care and pharmacological
research. This blatant neglect of
women caused the National In
stitute of Health to establish
policies for their inclusion in
study populations. After three
years, the U.S. General Account
ing O ffice (1990) recen tly
reported that this piolicy has not
yet been adequately im ple
mented.
The explanations for dismiss
al of female subjects are worth

noting. First, their normal hor
monal fluctuations are seen as
p o t e n t ia lly c o n t a m in a tin g
research results. Another reason
is to avoid possible harm to
women o f childbearing age.
While the latter reason is some
what honorable, there are groups
of women at no risk of becoming
pregnant (lesbians, women with
hysterectom ies, monogamous
women with partners who have
had vasectomies and celibate
women). Finally, the expense of
increasing sample size to include
women is the single factor for ex
cluding them.
The consequence of all this is
that we do not know whether

many of the accepted research
results and medical recommen
dations, such as an aspirin a d.ay
to protect against coronary heart
disease, can be extended reliably
to women.
Research must begin to in
clude women as subjects. Also,
research on health concerns that
uniquely or disproportionately
affect women needs to receive in
creased attention and funding.
Funding is a cost-benefit issue
and, in the past, a devaluation of
women’s health research has ex
isted. Wliat have not been given
a fair share of research funding
are those physical disorders that
a ffe c t
w om en , su ch
as
r h e u m a t o id
a r t h r it is
or
menstrual dysfunction.
Not only slighted by medical
research, women are also more
likely to have inadequate access
to quality health care. This, in
large part, is because women are
more likely than men to be poor
and hold lower status jobs
without benefits. While we are
now accepting record numbers of

women into medical schools,
w om en a re
s t i li
u n d e rropresented in higher status
health care professions, and sex
bias still persists.
So, with all this in mind, one
can find the answer to “Why
focus on women’s health during
Women’s Week?” The response is
“It’s .about time!” It seems the
prescription for women’s health
and wholeness has been written
by someone other than ourselves.
Women’s Week 1991 is a first
step in “righting” our own
prescription.

HEALTH
I'rom page 3
cal disorders, but there exists the
prevalen t ste re o ty p e that
women’s health complaints are
more emotionally laden and
psychosomatic than men’s. Two
thirds of all surgical procedures
are performed on women —
obstetric and gynecological
s u r g e r y b e in g the m o st
p rev a len t. In fa ct, 1,700
hysterectomies are performed
daily. Often, the health and
psychological risks of these
surgeries far outweigh the medi
cal benefits.
In the area of reproduction
and birth control, women are ex
posed to numerous technologies.
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Interview ing on (a l Poly campus:
Tuesday, April 2 A
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Private rooms from S325/monili
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From S162.f'0/month
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\'alencia .Student Mousing
55.*5 Ramona Drive
SLO, C A 93405
(805) 543-1450

Information for this article
was compiled from the article
“Women’s Health, Review and
Research Agenda as We Ap
proach the 21st C entury,”
American Psychologist (Septem
ber 1990).
Donna Darmody is the health
educator at the Health Center.
She is not a feminist hut a
woman interested in the advance
ment o f health for everyone.
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Softball doubles up
on Chapman, climbs
atop CCAA standings
By Rob Hrockmeyer
Staff W riter

The Cal Poly softball team
upset second-ranked Chapman
College in two games over the
weekend and moved into first
place in the California Collegiate
Athletic Association.
They edged out the Panthers
3-2 in the first gam e of
Saturday’s twinbill and finished
the sweep with a 1-0 victory in
the second game.
“We played with a lot of
intensity and desire today and
came up with a pair of big wins,”
said Mustang Head Coach Lisa
Boyer. “ It’s especially nice
beating a top team like Chapman
to take over the conference lead.”
With the sweep the 11thranked Mustangs are 26-14
overall and 6-6 in CCAA games.
In the doubleheader’s first
game, Cal Poly got some timely
hitting from Cheryl Lutes and
Julie Grennan. Lutes led off the
fourth inning with a liner down
the first base line for a single.
She was sacrificed to second by

S laff W riter

The Cal Poly Women’s tennis
team finished conference play
wnth only one loss when it beat
Cal State Los Angeles at home
on Friday.
The Mustangs won five out of
six singles matches, beating the
Golden Engles, 6-3, to improve
their record to 7-1 in the
California Collegiate Athletic
Association.
The Mustangs lost two out of
three doubles matches as Coach
Kevin Platt tinkered with new
doubles com binations. Erin
Green and J u lie C inncio
provided the only doubles win
for the Mustangs as they
defeated Jennifer Ixmng and
IVacy Fabian 6-2, 7-6 (7-3).
Ciancio had a rougher time
at No. 6 singles, losing to Anne
Kellogg 6-2, 6-7 (7-4), 6-4. Platt
said Ciancio was down 5-2 in
the second set but came back to
take a 6-5 lend and won the set
in the tiebreaker. Platt said Kel
logg started attacking more in
the second set and Ciancio be
came tentative, missing balls
she wouldn’t normally miss.
Overall Los Angeles is a pret
ty g(X)d team, Platt said. Platt
tried different combinations at
No. 1 and No. 3 doubles. “We’re
still searching for the right com
binations. I don’t know what
combinations we’re going to use
yet,” he said.
The doubles scores were: No.
1 Vicki Kanter-Alison I^ean of
Cal Poly lost to Melinda Phillips-Kellogg 6-4, 4-6, 6-0; the
Mustangs’ No. 2 team o f Debbie
and Tracy Matano lost to
Veronica Pasley-Katie W (X )d 6-4,
6-4.
Cal Poly swept the first five
singles matches; No. 1 Kanter
defeated Pasley 7-6 (7-4), 6-3;
No. 2 Debbie Matano over Phil
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Steffanie Adams and came home
on a Grennan single to center.
The junior from Santa Maria
later scored on Kim Schott’s
grounder.
Tlie Panthers tied the game in
the sixth inning, but Cal Poly
outfielder Kim Farnam kncx;ked
in the winning run in the last of
the seventh. Kelly Mclnerney
singled with one out and was
advanced to third by Kim
Schott’s single. Farnam then
stepped up and cracked the
game-winning hit over the
second baseman’s head.
Laura Fawcett, coming off a
shutout victory against Cal State
Bakersfield on Wednesday, got
the win as she continued to mow
down conference opponents.
Reliever Lisa Johnson came in to
get the final out in the seventh.
Julie Rome continued Poly’s
pitching dominance when she
tossed a one-hit shutout in the
second game. She was on her
way to a perfect game until she
surrendered a lead-off single in
the fifth inning. The sophomore
sensation walked only one and

Lady natters better
Golden Eagles, 6-3
By Geofl Seratti

5
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lips 6-3, 6-2; No. 3 Green
defeated Wood handily 6-0, 6-0;
No. 4 Tracy Matano beat Leung
6-4, 6-0 uiid No. 5 I.<ean put
away Ana Jose 6-1, 6-0.
The Mustangs played two
other non-conference matches,
defeating Sacramento State,
9-0, at home on Saturday and
losing to Division I UC Santa
Barbara, 7-2, on Thursday in
Santa Barbara.
The Gauchos are the top
team in the Big West con
ference, and Platt said some
players got a little nervous and
started missing some balls.
Even though ^ n t a Barbara
defeated Cal Poly, the Mustangs
had some chances to make it a
lot closer, Platt said.
The singles scores were: No.
1 Kimter lost to Laura Rutledge
6- 1, 6-4; No.2 Debbie Matano
lost to Debbie Goldberger 6-1,
7-6 (10-8); No. 3 Green lost to
Carla Quaresma 6-3, 7-6 (7-5);
No.4 TVacy Matano defeated
Trina Eggers 4-6, 7-6 (7-3), 6-1;
No. 5 Lean lost to Lisa Layton
6-2, 6-2; and No. 6 Ciancio came
through to top An gee Morriss
3-6, 6-4, 6-1.
The Gauchos swept the
doubles matches: No. 1 KanterGreen lost to Goldberger-Morriss 6-2, 6-4; at No. 2 the
Matano sisters lest to Quaresma-Rutledge 6-1, 6-2; and the
No.3 team o f Lean Ciancio lost
by a 6-4, ’1-6, 6-3 score to Eggers-Audrey Petermann.
The No. 1 ranked Mustangs
ended the regular season in fine
fashion at hom e, routing
Sacramento State 9-0 on Satur
day to improve their overall
record to 15-3. Sacramento
State, ranked No. 7 in Division
II, fell to 9-7. Senior Debbie
Matano had a tough match at
No. 2 singles before pulling out
a three-set victory over Michelle
See WOMEN, page 7
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JON ROGERS/Mustang Daily

Cal Poly’s Kim Schott singled in the seventh in Saturday’s first game. setting up the game-winning hit.
postseason play. Teams have to
and not look too far ahead.”
struck out five Panthers.
be in the nation’s top 16 in order
The Panthers will try to get
“I was pleased with the
to qualify for the playoffs.
performance of everyone,” Boyer
even on April 27 when Cal Poly
“We’re in pretty good shape at
said. “It was a great team effort.”
travels to Orange County for two
this
point
in
the
season,”
Boyer
With only four conference
games. The MusUmgs then will
said. “All we have to do is
games remaining, the Mustangs
go to Bakersfif ja for a pair of
continue to play consistent ball
are a sure bet to m ake
games the following day.

Men’s tennis topples CSLA 8-1,
remains perfect in league play
By Geoff Serafti
S taff W riter

The Cal Poly men’s tennis
team improved to 9-0 in con
ference matches with a 8-1 win
over Cal State Los Angeles at
home on Friday.
Cal Poly, ranked No. 2 in
NCAA Division II, improved to
13-8 overall with the win. The
only blemish for the Mustangs

was No. 1 Eric Sasao’s three-set
loss to Sam Lizzul 6-4, 3-6, 6-4.
Mustang Head Coach Kevin
Platt said Sasao has been strug
gling all year. Sasao is ranked
No. 2 in the individual Division
II national rankings. He has lost
three matches in conference play
this year including two to Cal
Poly I^jmona.
“We’re in a tough conference
to play in, and everybody wants

to do well against Sasao,” Platt
said. Every player against Sasao
is totally motivated, and all his
losses have been to good players,
he said.
Platt said Lizzul has a big
serve and attacks well, making it
hard to break his serve.
'fhe Mustangs swept all the
other matches in straight sets. In
singles. No. 2 Alex Havrilenko
Sec MEN, page 7

Baseball splits weekend games,
falls
further
back
in
CCAA
race
By Rob Brockmeycr
S taff W rite r_______________ _____________

As the regular season winds
down and every game becomes
increasingly vital. Cal Poly had
to settle for a split in two games
against Cal State Los Angeles
over the weekend.
The Golden Eagles won
Friday’s game 2-1, while the
Mustangs took Saturday’s, 9-2.
With the split, Cal Poly slipped
into fourth place and is 10-9 in
California Collegiate Athletic
Association play and 17-18
overall. Cal State Dominguez
Hills took the conference lead by
beating Cal Poly Pomona 11-4 on
Friday.
The Mustangs failed to pick
up ground on the conferenceleader and have lost five of their
last seven games.
In the series’ first game. Cal
State Los Angeles snapped a
five-game losing streak behind
the masterful pitching of Shane
Borowski. He retired 16 straight
batters after the fourth inning
and fanned nine, including six
straight late in the game. The
only run the Mustangs could get
across was in the third inning
when Matt Drake hit a grounder
to second baseman Larry Huff,
whoso errant throw to first
enabled Sal Cardinale to score
Sec BASEBALL, page 6

JON ROGERS/M ustang D^ily

Mustang pitcher Jon Ifland gave up just one earned run and struck
out seven in winning his fifth game of the season.
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Women’s track shines at Mt. SAC relays

BASEBALL

■ Kristina Hand breaks her personal best to win the 3,000 in 9:30.80. Melanie Hiatt places second.

From page 5
from third base.

By Peter Hartiaub

tion standards. Albanese is lead
ing
Division II in that event.
S taff W riter
In the 800 meter run, Dina
The majority of the Cal Poly Moore ran a season best 2:14.7,
women’s track team traveled to beating her old mark by three
Stanford this weekend, while seconds. Other personal records
four athletes headed south to the on the track were set by Chris
Hamilton in the 3,000 meter run
competitive Mt. SAC relays.
At Mt. SAC, Kristina Hand and by the 400 meter relay team
ran a 9:30.80 in the 3,000 meter which ran a season best 48.11.
On the field, Julie Tingle high
run. Hand, who is the leading
jumped
a season best 5-41/4, and
runner in the 3,000 meters this
year at the NCAA Division II Margi Gilles placed third in the
level, beat her personal best by triple jump with a leap of
13 seconds.
38-01/4.
The team also can be com
In the same race, Melanie
Hiatt ran a 9:38.08, a time mended for its actions off the
second to Hand in this year’s field as shown by the following
statistics, found in the Athletic
Division II leading marks.
At Stanford, Gina Albanese Director’s office and the Evalua
ran a 61.34, and Shanin Miller tions office o f the Administration
ran a 62.5 in the 400 meter Building,
The Cal Poly women’s track
hurdles. Miller’s time was a per
sonal best and .5 seconds off team GPA (2.75) was higher than
Division II automatic qualifica- the school average (2.71), and

second highest of Cal Poly’s 16
sports.
Only w om en’ s basketball
(2.83) is higher, although many
sports were near or above the
school average.
Cal Poly Athletic Director Ken
Walker has high praise for both
the women’s track team and ath
letes in general.
“Track has 30 or 40 people to
figure in the GPA, and keeping it
that high is a considerable
achievement,” Walker said. “It’s
easy for me to give praises to
athletes. They are accomplished
in so many areas, and this is a
hard school academically.”
Mustang women’s track coach
Deanne Johnson is also im
pressed with the team GPA.
“For them to carry the load
that a normal student carries
plus training plus a lot of them
work, that’s an exceptional effort

on their part,” Johnson said.
Along with the overall excel
lence, eight members of the Mus
tang women’s track team carry
GPAs of 3.5 or better. Melanie
Hiatt, a standout in the 3,000
meters who received a 3.8 last
quarter, describes the challenges
of being a student-athlete.
“You have to be very well or
ganized with your studies. You
can’t put off readings to the night
before because that could affect
your training,” Hiatt said.
Evaluations office official
Missy West spoke of the history
o f excellence by Cal Poly
women’s track. “The tradition
was started by (former head
coach) Lance H arter, and
Deanne Johnson has done a good
job of carrying that on. When you
kxjk at the history of high team
grades, women’s track has al
ways been there.”

Finally...
A Medical
(Center That Is
Wait-Conscious
Your lime is valuable
and we won't make
you wail!

50th A nniversary

Celebration

To introduce ourselves,
come in before 5-1-91
for a FREE

Enjoy Lunch or Dinner

Cholesterol
Screening,

For Two At The Price Of One

processed through a
certified laboratory.
We think you'll like
the way we practice
medicine.

Choose From:
Fish &, Chips, Hamburger & Fries,
Or A Bowl Of Clam Chowder
& Sour Dough Bread

(803)772-4413
Knlreet Mutt Bo Identical

H ours; S un-T hurs 7am -9pm
Fri-Sat 7am-10pin

(805) 772-4415

801 Market St.

Morro Bay

S et Y ourself A part
N ext

year

ENJOY QCIET AND PRIVACY AT

S tafford G ardens

&

Las C asitas

Urgent

ToW N H O aSES

Care &

(<acp. 4/2.'VU1 )

Morro Bay*s Historic Fresh Seafood Cafe

The M ustang bats were
resurrected in Saturday night’s
game as they pounded out 13
hits against Golden Eagle starter
Mike Mosebrook. He was chased
in the fourth when Cal Poly
scored four runs on three hits.
With one out, Doug O’Neill
cracked a three-run double that
scored Cardinale, Juan Rojo and
Tbny Florez.
Mustang starter Jon Ifland
(5-2), coming off an impressive
win over Pomona, struck out
seven and allowed only one
earned run in eight innings. The
senior from Santa Cruz is
reemerging as Cal Poly’s premier
starter.
The extended homestand will
continue on April 23 when Cal
Poly will host Cal State
Stanislaus for a single game at
S in s h e i m e r
P a rk . T hen
Chapman College comes to town
for three games on April 25-27.

D elgxe 1 & 2 B edroom

801 Market St.
Morro Bay

Prêtent When Ordering
0(Ter«?d Aller 1lam
•

The Mustangs put together
only three hits against Borowski,
whom they defeated March 3 in
Los Angeles. Cal Poly starter
Dan Chergey (5-4) surrendered
two runs in nine innings and
struck out six.

FamuY

MFDICAL

CENTER

3 B locks

F am ily
P ractice
Open 7 days, 9 -9
Karen Roberts,
Frank Mazzone,

md

from campgs

Now leasing for fall quarter
Call 543-2032 for more information

md

542-9596 ■ 47 Santa Rosa ■* SI.O
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20th ANNIVERSARY

M u s t a n g D a il y
SELLS YOUR
CAR, BIKE OR SCOOTER

The Hofbrau is relebratlng its 20th anniversary and wants
to thank everyone for their many years ofsupjiort. We want
to show onr apprerlation with a relebration for tlie next 8
months by Imving weekly and monthly prizes and a grand
prize in November. We thank you.

For More Info Stop By The

Fth
t i l V E R s ^

Graphic Arts Building 226
^ » 7 1 . 1 9 » ’^

Classifieds

756-1143

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE
Must Be 18 Years or Older

Mustang Daily

WOMEN

MEN

From page 5
Van Dyke 7-5, 2-6, 6-2. Platt said
the doubles teams all played
well.
Platt now has to decide which
teams to send to the Ojai tourna
ment this week. “Well have to
see who’s comfortable playing
with each other. The doubles
teams are all pretty close right
now.”
The rest o f the singles scores
for the Sacramento State match
were: No. 1 Kanter defeated
Melanie Walters 6-0, 6-2; No. 3
Green beat Kelly Borcich 6-4,
6-0; No. 4 Tracy Matano defeated
Christy Karau 6-0, 6-3; No. 5
Lean beat Lelisa Walters 6-4,
6-1; and No. 6 Ciancio defeated
Kerry Brown 6-2, 6-4.

From page 5
defeated Mel Pereira 6-3, 6-3;
No. 3 Max Allman beat Jay
Taniga 6-2, 6-2; No. 4 Mark Niel
sen topped Victor Johns 6-3, 6-1;
No. 5 Marc Ollivier crushed Ed
Chiuciuchian 6-0, 6-0; and No. 6
Ricardo Reyes easily handled
Eric Olivarez 6-1, 6-0.

m
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In doubles the Mustangs all
won in straight sets: N o.l

mm

7

Sasao-Havrilenko defeated Lizzul-Pereira 6-3, 6-3; No. 2
Allman-Ollivier beat TanigaTowers 6-3, 6-3 and No. 3 Nielsen-R eyes defeated Joh n sChiuciuchian 6-1, 6-2.
The Mustangs ended their
regular season against Chapman
on Sunday and travel to Ojai
Thursday to compete in the Ojai
Intercollegiates tournament.

Oilers need two overtimes
to even Smythe finals at 1-1

il

In doubles No.l Kanter-Lean
defeated the Walters sisters 6-3,
63; at No. 2 the Matano sisters
defeated Borcich-Van Dyke 6-2,
7- 6 (7-3); and No. 3 Green-Ciancio defeated Karau Brown 6-4,
6- 2 .
The Mustangs finish the
regular season ranked No. 1 in
the NCAA Division II national
rankings.
They play this Thursday-Sunday at the Ojai Intercollegiates
in Ojai. National championships '
JON ROGERS/Mustang
begin for the Mustangs on May 3
Julie Ciancio lost at singles Friday but won her doubles match.
at UC Davis.
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INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
Petr Klima scored 4:48 into the
second overtime to give the Ed
monton Oilers a 4-3 win over the
Los Angeles Kings on Saturday
night, tying their NHL playoff
series at a game apiece.
The play began when Craig
MacTavish brought the puck out
of Edmonton’s zone and across
the Kings’ blue line on the left
side and threw a cross-ice pass to
Esa Tikkanen.
Tikkanen threw the puck
down low and Klima redirected it
past Kelly Hrudey from 10 feet
out for his third goal of the
playoffs.
The best-of-7 Smythe Division
finals move to Edmonton for
Games 3 and 4 Monday and Wed

nesday.
For the second game in a row,
Luc Robitaille scored a tying
third-period goal for Los Angeles.
With the Kings down 3-2 at 6:32
Robitaille broke down the left
side and fired a slap shot from
the facooff dot that sailed over
Grant Fuhr’s left shoulder for his
seventh playoff goal.
The Kings won 4-3 Thursday
night on Robitaille’s overtime
goal. The Oilers had Bill Ranford
in the nets but went with Fuhr
for Game 2.
Los Angeles got off two shots
in the last 10 seconds right in
front o f the Oilers’ net but Fuhr
saved both and Edmonton went
into its fourth straight overtime
game.

CLASSIFIED
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^GOLDEN KEY*
AIAA

AVIATION CLUB
POLY SCI CLUB
RESUME SEMINAR
TUES RM 226 11:00AM

SURF CLUB BBQ

TUES SPRIL 23 6PM CUESTA PARK
SURF TRIPS.CONTESTS,EXCHANGES
MORE INFO CALL DAN 541-1707.

TEACHERS’
SOCIETY MTG.

TUES APRIL 23 7PM DEXTER 228
SPEAKER: PARENT INVOLVEMENT
WERE YOU A BOY/GIRL SCOUT’
JOIN THE ALPHA PHI OMEGA
SCOUTING FRATERNITY MEETING
APRIL 22 7PM BLDG 52 E46

'

ALPHA CRISIS PREGN,\NCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 511-CARE
FREE PREGNANCYTEST
■A FRIEND FOR LIFE*
COMING APRIL 27&28TH

BEACH
VOLLEYBALL

at Avila Beach. Sign-Up Now
For Info call Rec Sports X I 366

GREEK WEEK BLOOD DRIVE
Give Life - Give Blood
Monday April 22-10am to 5 30pm
Tri-Countios Blood Bank
Corner of Murray & Santa Rosa
Call for appointment 543-4290
INNOVATIVE NEW PRODUCT FOR
JET-SKIERS CALL SCOTT 541-1213

Ì

ZTA
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FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO'SHARE
LARGE ROOM IN LAGUNA LAKE
CONDO FOR INFO CALL MICHELLE
542-0455

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-$59,230/YR
Call (1) 805-962-8000 Ext R-100P1
for current federal list

LOOKING FOR 2 ROOMMATES. OWN RM
Mstbdrm $290/mo., bdrm $279m o
Southwood Dt Apt Avail 7 2
Call Gary at 543-4758

KNOW ACAD EARN $$$$
STUDENT ACADIO $495. LANDCADD,
COGO, DCA FLOORPLAN, IBM SYSTEMS
COMPUCAD 541-2184

Own Rm/bathroom in Condo on
Poach St. WastvDry Frpic/Poo! Jac
5325/mo. ♦ dep. Call Ed 544-9135

Found

-

V

MUSTANG DAILY

IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
EMPLOYMENT NEXT YEAR. OPENINGS
IN CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING,
TYPESETTING, PASTE-UP, GRAPHIC
DESIGN, AND GENERAL O FRCE
ASSISTANCE. INQUIRE IN PERSON
RM 226 GRAPHIC ARTS.

WANTED 100 PEOPLE:
We Will Pay You To Lose
10-29 lbs in Cj days ALL NATURAL
1-800 347-7584

WORK-STUDY STUDENT NEEDED!!
Extended Educ.Dept: General
Office Duties.Computer knowledge/phone skills a plus.iO15 hrs/week Contact (jebbie or
Irma at 756-2053

F o r i '^ i e
APPLE II GS - COMPLETE SYSTEM,
W/IBM, COLOR MONITOR/PRINTER,
DUAL DRIVES. EXTRAS, PROGRAMS,
$4000 VAL, $1500 0B O , 595-7374

Word Processing
R 4R Word Processing (Rons), 5442591, RATES REDUCED! 15 yrs exp.
RESUMES, SEN PROJ., ETC. MACW/
LASER PRINTER LAURA- 549-8966

T ^ ree queers for first T ig e r and el présidente
HOBBES, THE DEUGUT OF ALL COGNOSIIENTI.'
UES SAWV .' HE HAS A PRODIGIOOS IG (,
AND LOTS OF PANACHE, AS ALL TIGERS DO.'
IN HIS FANCS CHAPEAU, HES A LEADER VUTH TASTE !

FAST MACINTOSH SE
2 MUCH 2 LIST GREG 541-0135
Leather Jacket Noiman Marcus
1 Yr.Old $500value $60 543-3691

TOU CAN TEIL. THIS IS
A GREAT CLUB BV THE
WAV nE start
OUR MEETINGS.'

embraced.'

MAV HIS ORDERS BE HEEDED AND HIS VIEMS BE

f

^ ^ J B d om rn a tes

STRESS FREE WEDDING PLANNING
An evening seminar sponsored
by "I Do” Waddings, Apr.22 @ 7.
For more info., call 546-9969

Live-In Caregiver for 83yr.Old Man:
Your Own Sunny Bedroom With Food
For Free! Part Time Work,
Cook Meals. Salary Negotiable.
Only Responsible Apply.
Call Kim at 473-2782

RAISINS,POINT CONCEPTION, JAG.
DAFFY AND MUCH MOREII LARGEST
SELECTION OF SWIMWEAR ON THE
CENTRAL COA l T THE SEA BARN
AVILA BEACH.

HONDA ELITE 150 MINT COND
o n e OWNER JIM 544-5353

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-59,230/yr.
Call (1)805-687-6000 Ext.R-10081
for current federal list.

FOUND: SET OF KEYS/BLUE CAL
POLY KEY CHAIN ON MADONNA ROADLAGUNA LAKE AREA-4/11/91 approx.
7:30am. Call 544-6614.

DELTA UPSILON ANDY
36 Shorthand 46 extra long
IT! take 2
Love,
Stork & Wooly

SHAFT DRIVE.NEW TIRE,HELMET
RUNS EXCELLENT $950 OBO
549-9406

Events

to s t

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

THE FEARLESS, TUE BRAÆ, TUE UELD-Wlfik-IN ESTEEU,
CALMIN tu e bold .' s e s , STAND V)P AND UA\L
U\S ^DMBLEKE'5S N O ^ ^ MM U\S YIISOOM PREVAIL.'

83 KAWASAKI
750 LTD BLK

Employment
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTfishenes
Earn $5,000+/mo.Free iransportaiioni
Room and Board'Over 8,000 openings
No experience necessary Mala/Female.
For 68pg employment manual,send
$8 95toM&LResearch,Box84008.Seattle
WA 98124-100% moneyback guarantee

Good l.uck with your Spring
Rush!
Love. The Sisters of KAO.

MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS

-A'fitUTlON.' ML k\SE ' TMtS MEETING OF S.Í 0 5.S
iS Non CAMEP TO ORDER BT M. Q2EAT GRA*IO\OSE
DICTATOR-FOR.-UEÇ, TME RWLtR SUPREME,
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A Macintosh II Video Display
Terminal, Ksyboard, Hard Disk Drive
And Associated Software Were
Stolen Along With A Few Other
Miscellaneous hems.
If You Have Any Information
Regarding This Missing Equipment
And Software, Please Contact
Doug Pilrlo At 756-2968/ Massage
REWARD AVAILABLE

Flying • Training - Adventure
Mon 4/22 6:00 Grph Arts Rm.106

S SV" S

Crest Pizza looking for Reggae
Bands for weekend entertainment.
Apply in person and bring tape.

We support you all the way for
Spnng Rush!
Good LuckI, Sigma Kappa

FRI. MAR. 22 OR
SAT. MAR. 23
NRM DEPT.

Elect Officers for next year
Av Week video ACRODATIC PLANES
MONDAY, APR.22, 7pm BldQ.11-104

A .**«

O iH K H t u n lt ie s

THE MEN OF EN THANK THEIR
DATES FOR A GREAT DATE PARTY!

CRIME
STOPPERS

Come see whafs going on!
Tue.23.6pm UU216

A n in o u n c i^ n f^

Greek News

Announcements

Campus Clubs

" ft .

^

N i»
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Si. ■

l l i i 'T C u s i i i
3 Bedroom-2l/S Bath Luxury Conoo.
415. No.Chorro. Lease 7 -i-9 i to
6-30-92. $1200/mo Drive by &
pick up flyer 543-8370

3BD 2BA HOUSE 4 RENT LAGUNA
LAKE AREA LOTS EXTRAS AVAIL.6/15
$1200. mo CALL TIM 542-0859
FEMALE ROOMMATE-OWN ROOM
IN 4 BED 2BATH HOUSE IN SLO.
$20Smo OPEN MAY 1.543-1201

LIVE IN STYLE
Bast Apt House In SLO
1&2 Beo-ooms RaHey Avail
Completely Remodeled Units
Pvt Grage w Storage
Furns Avail
Sub Leasing Allowed
91-92 June&Sept Leases
Avail Now 544-3952
284 N.Chorro #6 SLO

Room for Rent Laguna Lake Area
$275 Avail. Now 543-7827.
SUMMER SUBLET Great 2bdrm dup
new dean auiet' H20 & Trash pd
$675-neg. great for 2 students
or couple MUST SEE' This 1
won't last' Call 546-9750

H o tt^ for Salo
1 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO?
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST
EXPENSIVE HOUSES & CONDOS FOR
SALE IN SLO. CALL STEVE NELSON
543-8370. FARREl L SMYTH R/E.
BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARÜNT INVESTMENTS.
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBISPO
CONSIDERING BUYING A HOUSE
IN TOWN? CALL ME 1ST
WARREN DOI (800) 549-1313
BETTER HOMES & GARDENS
GREAT INVESTMENT IN SLO LI'
IN FRONT-2 BR 1 BA IM M A C U L/ C
OLD-CHARM HOUSE & RENT 1 F B;
HOME IN BACK M A K E O FF E '""
$224,500 ADOBE REALITY 543-2;^ .

8
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BEANIE
As Glidden reflected on Cal
Poly’s past, he said, “when we
were coming from behind in a
competition we would just say,
‘Here come the Mustangs!’ ”
Glidden added that they were
very proud of their school and
the mustang as their mascot.
The decal was only a part of that
pride.
The phrase “A Living Tradi
tion” was added to the decal to
show its revival.
The Veterinary Science Club

began selling the decals last
weekend at Poly Agri View, a
two-day open house for the
School of Agriculture.
The decals come in two sizes.
The large decal costs 60 cents for
one, or two for a dollar, and the
little decal costs 40 cents for one,
or three for a dollar.
The money will go toward a
trailorable petting zoo that the
Veterinary Science Club is
making for the La Fiesta Fes
tival in May.

President of the Veterinary
Science Club Kim Emery thinks
bringing back the decal is a great
idea.
“We need ideas like these to
get things done like they were
done in the first place. We need
traditions, for example, to get
Poly Royal back,” Emery said.
What could possibly have in
spired Glidden to track down the
deca'i ?
A fte r u n d e rg o in g h ea rt
surgery and having some other

Barbara Barnard, the group’s
From page 1
groups are sending representa vice-president, is in charge of all
programs and sp(icial events. She
tives.
Lopez said, “Quite a few are said that mental illness is a “no
not attending because they are fault illness,” and that it is great
unable to send a person to staff a ly misundersbxid.
table. But the mix we have is
“I hope that by coming to Cal
very representative o f the invita Poly we might reach people who
have a mentally-ill family mem
tion list.”
She said many other organiza ber,” said Barnard, “for instance
tions have sent literature which a student who has a sibling or
will be available at the fair, and parent with a mental disorder
she stressed that even though and who doesn’t want to tell his
the event is part of Women’s or her friends.”
• H.P. & Company — a
Week, it is open to everyone —
central m eeting place and
women and men.
Some of the participants in resource center for San Luis
O b is p o
1 2 -s te p
s e lf- h e lp
clude:
profp'ams.
• The Cal Poly Nutrition Club
The facility is the meeting
and the Center for Women and
place
for 18 different groups, in
Ethnic Issues, which is sponsor
ing Women’s Week with financial cluding Alcoholics Anonymous,
support from California State Debtors Anonymous, Alanon, an
incest survivors group and
Lottery funds.
several CODA groups for “co
• San Luis Obispo County Al
dependents.”
liance for the Mentally 111 - a
Smith said two o f the groups
support group for families and
are
specifically for homosexuals:
friends of mentally-ill persons.
one CODA group and one ACA
The group is involved in a (adult children o f alcoholics).
variety of mental health issues,
• Model Mugging — a method
and its objectives include: provid
of
self-defense training which
ing support, education and infor
teaches
“rape-specific defense”.
mation, advocating legislation,
•
Women’s
Resource Center
promoting research and working
towards the eradication of the — an information and referral
stigma associated with mental agency,
Doris Turrill is one o f the all
illness.

volunteer stafTers at the center.
She said the center offers drop-in
support groups, a lending library
and divorce workshops for
women involved in uncontested
divorces.
• Women’s Investor Club — a
resource for anyone interested in
expanding their knowledge about
financial issues.
Amie Young founded the
group, a l(K'al chapter of Finan
cial Education Clubs. She said it
is open to everyone, but it is
oriented towards women.
“The premise was that this
would be a safe place for women
to go and ask the silly questions
about financial matters that they
might otherwise be afraid to
ask,” Young said.
She said that this is a new
concept for this area and that

she would like to get more
younger people involved. She
l(K)ks forward to meeting any Cal
Poly students who have an inter
est in their financial future.
• Women’s Retreat — an an
nual autumn retreat for women
at Rancho El Chorro, five miles
west of San Luis Obispo.

From page 1
traditions that united the school.
“We could make old Mustang
Stadium rock in the old days,”
Glidden said.
Glidden said he is concerned
about today’s Cal Poly students.
After just experiencing the Per
sian Gulf war and losing a very
special tradition with Poly Ri)yal,
Glidden said the students need
some kind of diversion. Increas
ing pride in the university could
be the answer.

health problems, Glidden has
taken on a different outlook.
“I’m glad to be alive When
you recover, you look at your
values,” Glidden said.
One of these values Glidden
has is to try to bring back some
of the old Cal Poly traditions.
And maybe, just maybe, this
university could experience some
of that school pride and unity
that used to make Mustang
Stadium r(x;k.

FAIR

The 1991 retreat will be the
ninth annual for organizer
Manuella Schreiner, who first
conceived the idea when her
three children were living at
home and she felt she needed
some personal time.
The retreat features gourmet
vegetarian meals and a viiriety of
workshops. Participants are en
couraged to participate in as
many or few of the activities as
they w ould like to, said
Schreiner.

COMEDY
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

IN-N-OUT
•m B U R G IR
Here in SLO!
One Day Only
Tickets on Sale
THURSDAYS
U.U. 11A.M. - 1 P.M.

ONE
YEAR
Limited Offer

“One year we had a writer
who came and stayed in her
cabin and wrote. She came to
meals, and that was a ll,”
Schreiner said.
• Zero Population Growth — a
population education and lobby
ing organization.
Chairperson Bonnie Walters
said this group is interested in
educating people about the
problems of population growth.
“We advocate limiting families
to two children, which will even
tually lead to zero population
growth,” said Walters.
Other
organizations
scheduled to participate in the
Provider’s Fair include Planned
Parenthood, Rape Crisis Center,
Hospice of SLO County and the
Coalition on Victim’s Equal
Rights.

$ 22.00
WITH THIS AO
includes DMV certificate
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School of Ag stages
Poly Royal alternate
■ ‘Agri View’ attracted thousands for activities.

By Meredith Rehrman
S pecial to the Daily

While most people stayed in
side their homes on a rainy
Saturday morning last weekend,
many students were hard at
work welcoming visitors to “Poly
Agi’i View,” the School of Agricul
ture’s answer to the absence of
Poly Royal.
Thirty-two clubs and nine
departments within the School of
Agriculture participated in the
two-day event, which attracted
thousands of students, parents
and alumni.
Friday was aimed toward stu
dents, with educational exhibits
and morning tours focusing on
the agricultural displays. Satur
day, which was geared more for
adults, did not include as much
hands-on learning but still fea
tured close-up views of the

agricultural units.
The guests, who were per
sonally invited by individual
departments and clubs, were
able to choose from a wide
variety of educational displays,
including logging and tractor
demonstrations, horse shows, ap
plesauce manufacturing and
dairy showmanship.
“It was a new adventure for
all of us,” said Joe Sabol, as
sociate dean for the School of
Agriculture. “It brought out a lot
of creativity in our students and
faculty because they had to think
of some new educational ac
tivities for the guests. I think we
did it right.”
Although the rain forced the
opening ceremony to be moved
indoors to the Agricultural En
gineering shop, it didn’t prevent
guests from taking part in the
Sec AGRI VIEW, page 8

JON ROGERS/Mustang Daily

Dwayne Ross, an agribusiness senior and Agri View host, showed visitors how computers are
becoming more prominent in agricuiture.

Symposium addresses packaging
■ Innovation ’91 brings industry to Poly to discuss solid waste issues.

By Christy Rinauro
S taff W riter

They come in all shapes,
forms and sizes. Their ap
pearance on products marks
the start o f a product’s public
life. Once torn, peeled or cut
away from their products, they
find themselves discarded and
sitting atop an overflowing
landfill.
Packages. Most people can
not name anything bought late
ly that did not come packaged.
Packaging, the third largest
industry in the country, will be
one focus of Innovation ’91: The
Fourth Annual Plastics, Pack
aging and Recycling Sym
posiu m , tak in g place in
Chumash Auditorium on Wed
nesday and Thursday.
Innovation *91 addresses the
current solid waste manage
ment crisis, the efforts of in
dustry and government to
manage that waste and the
new plastics and packaging
technology aimed at solving the
problem.
“There are a lot of myths out
there, things that are complete
ly untrue,” said Dan Kniger,
publicity chairperson for In
novation ’91. “This is the per
fect chance to ask questions
and get an insight to industry,
and it’s a rare chance to talk
with the people who deal

Wednesday. April 24

11 a .m . - O ffice R ecycling Skip
N oriheross, .
1 p .m . - R ecycling in the Diagnostic
Industry Jan G ates.
1 p .m . - P ackaging the S p a c e Station
for D elivery to Orbit S te v e Ernst
2 p .m . - T h e Benefits of Product and
P a c k a g e Testing R obert Frank
2 p .m . - H ot M elt A dh esive Application
S ystem s M arketing. R yan Parsons
3 p .m . - R educing Injection Molding
S c ra p Through R unnerless Molding
G e o rg e Sm ith
3 p .m . - Plastic F oam M aterials and
the E nviro m en t D enn is S to ver

directly with the engineers.”
Kruger said Innovation *91
brings the “doers” o f industry
to campus to provide the most
updated information on realworld solutions through com
pany and product exhibits, lec
tures and an open forum and
panel discussion.
Representatives from Apple,
Beatrice/Hunt Wesson Inc.,
DOW, Great Western Foam
and many other companies will
be attending.
The event, coordinated by
the student chapters o f the In
stitute o f Packaging Profes
sionals and the Society of Plas-

Reminder:
Vote in Wednesday's run-off election.

Poll Locations:
Agriculture bridge, U.U. plaza,
Dexter lawn and the postal kiosk
Polls are open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

S taff W riter

Thursday April 25
1 0 :3 0 a .m . - Recycling Forum
Jim B aker, Terry Bedell, T h eresa
C re e c h , A bhay B husan, Steven
W o od , Tom M artin, D ennis S tover
1 p .m . - E nvironm ental Leadership
a t X erox A bh ay B husm an
1 p .m . - R eu s a b le an d Recycling:
It IS m ore Econom ical! Jim Baker
2 p .m . - California: W h a fs on the
H orizon for S ou rce R eduction, W astr
M inim ization, an d Recycling S tra 
tegies T h e re s a C reech
3 p .m . Innovative Ideas in Foam
P ackaging an d C urrent W aste
Disposal an d Recycling Program s
a t A m etek S te ven W ood
3 p .m . - E nvironm ental P ackaging
and H ow It C oncerns H unt W esson
Jim C a g e

tics Engineers, is meant to be
beneficial to both industry and
students.
John Stead, coordinator of
packaging education and a
professor in the industrial tech
nology department said the
symposium is not only an op
portunity for students to meet
with industry leaders to learn
of career opportunities or learn
how to conserve resources, but
also for industry to hear stu
dent concerns and notice stu
dent potential.
“This is an opportunity for
industry to talk to Pbly stuScc SYMPOSIUM, page 7

if

■ Cleanup crew will repaint it this weekend.

By Jeff Krump

PACKAQMG SYMPOSIUM SPEAKERS
11 a .m . - C ustom Plastic Fabrication
an d Therm oform ing. G e n e G a y

Poor condition of Poly ‘P’
attributed to patriotism
Living quietly above the east
side of campus is a large letter
“P” that must be part amoeba
and part chameleon because its
shape and color change as often
as the winds.
This “P” is also a very sloppy
creature, leaving sheets, beer
cans, paint buckets and other
trash on its hillside.
Last quarter Cal Poly’s Execu
tive Dean of Facilities Ad
m inistration, Doug Gerard,
threatened to exterminate the
“P” because its messiness was
getting out of control.

Gerard said, “The defacing of
the ‘P’ and trash left on its
hillside has inappropriate over
tones, particularly in a univer
sity atmosphere.” Gerard said if
the “P” was not kept its original
white color and the hillside not
kept clean, the “P” would be
removed.
Gerard’s threat prompted ASI
Chairman of the Board Mark
Denholm to create the Pride of
the “P” committee to keep the
symbol clean.
The comm ittee contacted
clubs on campus willing to par
ticipate in keeping the “P” clean.
Pride of the “P” organized the
Sec POLY ‘ IV page 8

Ambassadors recruit for
Poly agriculture majors
By Lori Cheeseman

Ste*f W riter

For the past three years, the
School of Agriculture has had a
strong arm at its side, reaching
out and pulling in more students
than ever before. They are
Agriculture Ambassadors, a stu
dent group that acts as a public
relations and recruitment or
ganization.
Members of Agriculture Am
bassadors travel to high schools
an d c o m m u n it y c o lle g e s
throughout California, actively
recruiting students into agricul

Saving the
Earth...

tural majors at Cal Pbly. The
group’s trips are paid for by
donations.
Although they specialize in
agriculture, the ambassadors
provide general inform ation
about Cal Poly, as well as give
tours of the school and represent
the School of Agriculture as
hosts whenever they are needed.
Roy Killgore, president of
Agriculture Ambassadors, says
that the primary goal of the
group is to encourage students to
continue their education at the
university level. Many times stuScc AMBASSADOR.S, page 8

Wednesday's weather:
Mostly cloudy.

A photo essay shows the
Earth Day fair
|at El Chorro Regional Park.

Highs: 50s-60s
Lows: 40s

Page 6

nw winds 10-30 mph
2 ft. seas w swells ft.
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ELECTION LETTERS
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Cattle to blame
in Poly Canyon

Finally, I find it hard to
stomach the fact that a hand
ful of Ag students and their
cows get to romp around in
this huge and beautiful area
while the rest of us thousands
of
Cal Poly students are
For the past three years,
restricted
to riding our bikes
Poly Canyon has been a
on
a
painted
green strip below
favorite mountain biking area
the
science
building.
of mine. Imagine the frustra
tion I felt then upon discover
M onte R ein ders
ing that the canyon has now
Civil E n gin eerin g
been closed to bikes. Tliose
responsible for closing it state
that mountain bikers are
destroying the environment. I
find the sudden concern over
“the environment” (as ex
For the record — In the
pressed by Larry Rathbun
April
22, 1991, issue of
and Doug Gerard in a recent
Mustang
Daily, the softball
Mustang Daily article) grimly
article
contained
incorrect
humorous when 1 consider
facts and quotes.
how little the destruction
•The team did not move
caused by cattle evidently
into
first place in the
mattered in the past. More
CCAA.
than anything else, cattle
have been responsible for the
•Lisa Johnson started
damage in Poly Canyon since
and won the first game.
they crap in the creeks, turn
Laura Fawcett relieved
the roads into a mire of mud
Johnson in the late in
and manure, and destroy
nings.
ground cover. If concern for
the environment is such a big
•In the second game,
issue, eliminate the cows from
Julie Rome was not pitch
Poly Canyon, not the moun
ing a perfect game when
tain bikes.
she gave up a hit in the
The most serious erosion
fifth inning. She walked
problems in the Canyon occur
batters in the first and
on the roads which were has
third innings.
tily cut without much thought
•The team is not a
to drainage and which are
“sure bet” to make the
serviced by poorly maintained
playoffs.
and undersized culverts.
•H ead C oach L isa
Mountain bikers should not
Boyer
said only that the
be blamed for this problem.
team
played
with a lot of
As for the issue of open gates
intensity
and
desire and
— l(x;k them. I personally
came
up
with
a
pair of big
have found it easier to jump
wins.
over the gates than to open
them anyway.
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A letter supporting...
David Kapic
I am writing this letter as a
concerned student based upon
my experience as a member of
the Board o f Directors for two
years.
Our current ASI President
claims he believes in being “ac
cessible, honest and open.” I urge
all students to consider his track
record in this light.
Although he has done well
with ethnic relations, he has
failed miserably with community
relations. After hearing Mayor
Ron Dunin on April 12, 1991, 1
am concerned that the Ifuture of
the Student Community Liaison
Committee is uncertain. Our
Mayor spoke of an ASI president
that was unresponsive and in
flexible in the role of a com-

Adam Taylor
Cal Poly ASI elections are an
aspect of our students’ life that
do have a significant impact
which many students do not an
ticipate. I would like to take this
opportunity to offer additional
information to the students so
that they will be able to make an
e d u ca te d d e c is io n in the
presidential runoff. Adam Taylor
is and has been an honest,
straightforward and effective
president ior Cal Poly. Students
must consider what is needed
and what can be done by the ASI
president.
Adam is not one who claims to
know it all or run the whole
show, but is one who instigates
changes, takes risks, encourages
his staff to produce results and
has the backbone to stand up for
the students when needed. Adam
is in touch with his students on
this cam pus and all the
programs ASI provides. Adam
has supported many of the
programs we are all involved in,
explores the options available
and most importantly, places em
phasis on the students and
program prospering, but not at
the expense o f others.
It is for these reasons that I
support and endorse Adam
Taylor for ASI president. If you
voted for me in the preliminary
election, you will best match that
vote by voting for Adam Taylor

munication link between stu
dents and the city.
Our president has put much
acclaim to his lobbying trips, yet
budget cuts are mandated by the
Board o f Trustees and are al
ready taking effect.
Ltis entire image as a “people
person” might be exemplified by
his Mustang Daily quote “They
should accept you for what you
are. And if they don’t, fuck ’em.
You can quote me on that one.
Fuck ’em.” I wonder how far this
attitude gets him with President
Warren Baker, with whom he
claims to have only met four
times during his term. Even this
meager statistic has been ques
tioned for validity.
Taylor even missed the an-

in the runoff.
I am confident in his integrity
and dedication to the student
body. Special interest groups are
a fact of politics, and Adam does
not “buy in” to these political
pressures either. I was courted
by representatives from the ath
letics groups, and had I signed
their document pledging my com
plete support to an IRA fee in
crease, I would have received the
complete support of the athletes
in the election. By my not sign
ing the contract, it was inter
preted that I was anti-athletic,
which I am not. I believe that
athletics is an important part of
Cal Poly life and students need
to make the decision if they wish
to place approximately a million
dollars of their money a year into
this program.
The importance o f the situa
tion is to realize that Adam also
feels athletics is an important
part o f student life, and if you ex
amine his track record, you see
he has played an active role in
this sensitive issue. More impor
tantly, if the students of Cal Poly
want their ASI president to
represent them in all endeavors,
they must not elect a president
who “makes deals.” Where is the
representation there? Adam has
not, and would not, sign any con
tracts with special interest
groups and m aintains the
strength to stand firmly on his
feet for all the students of Cal
Poly.

nual meeting o f the University
President’s Cabinet which deter
mines crucial decisions for next
year and future planning. Many
believe our ASI president has
simply gotten through this year
by riding the coattails o f his staff
and by covering up the blunders
until next year.
There is an alternative D ave K a p ic . An h o n e s t,
hardworking and ethical student
leader who is in touch with all
student needs, not a simple few.
Your vote will only make the dif
ference.
Let your voice be heard on
Wednesday.
Michael J. Gomes
Former vice chair of
ASI Board of Directors

Adam supports the WOW
program , a th le tics , eth n ic
studies program, greeks and
many other groups on campus,
and it would be in the best inter
est o f all students to elect a
president who has the ex
perience, understanding and
drive to make a difference. Work
ing on the ASI executive staff
this year I have seen this dif
ference and have seen things
happen.
As students we may not have
seen “instant” results, yet in this
past year Adam and his staff
have brought you proposed city
zoning plan changes, extended
library hours, the initial stages
of a teacher evaluation catalog,
an ethnic relations committee
and ASI Week for the students
among many other changes.
As many o f you know, Adam
is the one who has the strength
of knowledge and experience in
representing the students with
the proposed state budget cuts.
This is not an issue to be taken
lightly, and Adam is the can
didate who would be able to
represent the students efficiently
and with strength in Sacramen
to.
Vote Wednesday to let your
voice be heard, and vote for a
candidate who will hear your
voice. P.e-elect Adam Taylor for
ASI president.
Kim Forrester
ASI Marketing Coor
dinator
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Women stride forward
in Japanese elections

Report says poor pay
higher taxes than rich

Paper rates Palo Alto
best city in Bay Area

TOKYO (AP) — Japanese voters have
elected the nation’s first woman mayor and
placed a record number of women in city as
sembly seats, unofficial results from nation
wide local elections showed today.
Another winner Sunday was Hitoshi
Motoshima, the mayor of Nagasaki, who was
wounded by an ultra-rightist gunman last
year after saying Emperor Hirohito bore
some responsibility for World War II. He was
re-elected to a fourth four-year term.
The Social Democratic Party, Japan’s No.
1 opposition group, suffered setbacks in
voting for Tokyo’s 23 ward assemblies. These
followed its biggest election defeat in party
history in local balloting earlier this month.
In Ashiya, a western city of 88,000 people,
Harue Kitamura, 62, was elected as Japan’s
first woman mayor after campaigning for
better education. The independent can
didate, who is a lawyer, defeated an incum
bent backed by the governing Liberal
Democratic Party.
“More women should become involved in
city politics,” the mass-circulation daily
Asahi Shimbun quoted Mrs. Kitamura as
saying. “They should also advance to
management positions if they have the
ability.”
“Mother Power Wins” and “Aproned Sup
porters Cheer” were among the national
dailies’ headlines announcing her victory.
“(Mrs. Kitamura) will undoubtedly serve
as a great lighthouse for women aiming for
participation in political decision-making,”
Asahi Shimbun quoted 'Ibiko Kihira, a
woman who is a member of Parliament, as
saying.

W.\SHINGTON (AP) — The poorest U.S.
families pay 81 percent more of their average
$12,700 earnings in state and local taxes
than do Americans making $875,200 a year,
a private research group said Monday.
Middle-income families, with earnings
that average $39,100, must turn over a onethird bigger share of their incomes to state,
city and county governments than do the
wealthiest 1 percent, said Citizens for Tax
Justice.
In both cases, the disparity is worse than
it was five years ago, said the organization,
which is financed by labor, church and social
groups.

Baker bids for support
in Mideast peace talks
KUWAIT CITY (AP) — Secretary of State
James A. Baker III headed for Damascus on
Monday in hopes o f enlisting Syria’s par
ticipation in a Mideast peace conference.
Earlier, he bid for Soviet cosponsorship of
the initiative and gained the sideline endor
sement of Saudi Arabia.
Baker’s scheduled sessions with President
Hafez Assad and Foreign Minister Farouk
Sharaa loomed as his most difficult chal
lenge on the Arab side, as he attempts to
fashion a format and agenda for the prospec
tive peace talks. He was exjjected to return
to Israel on Tuesday in hopes of resolving its
concerns about the scope of the proposal.
On the way from Jiddah, Saudi Arabia, to
Damascus, the secretary of state took a brief
See WORLD, page 4

“The biggest problem is over-reliance on
regressive sales and excise taxes rather than
on progressive, ability-to-pay income taxes,”
said Robert S. McIntyre, director of Citizens
for Tax Justice.
Lenny Goldberg, executive director of the
California Thx Reform Association, said the
tiix burden in California is 1.3 times greater
on the poor than the very rich. He said many
of the proposals to eliminate a $12.6 billion
state budget deficit would make the situa
tion worse.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — For the second
time, a newspaper has rated Palo Alto as the
best place to live in the San Francisco Bay
area.
The San Francisco Chronicle ranked 98
area cities and towns based on subjective
ratings of things such as housing, schcxils, in
come, recreation, crime and commuting time.
Palo Alto was 54 points ahead of secondbest San Rafael and ranked first in medical
— the number of physicians and hospital
beds per capita. San ^ f a e l came in second
in the cultural and recreation category, while
third-place Sausalito ranked third in per
sonal finances.
The rankings, published Monday, follow a
similar rating the paper conducted in 1988.
San Ramon, ranked 57th overall, came in
first in the economy rating — the projected
job growth rate and per capital nonresidential building valuations. Oakland, ranked
61st, was rated as having the best weather
along with Alameda (33rd), Piedmont (38th)
and Hayward (44th).
Others rated first in specific categories
were: Los Altos (9th overall), housing and
schools; Larkspur (23rd), personal finances;
Mill Valley (5th), culture and recreation;
Hillsborough (27th), lowest crime; Portola
Valley (19th), open space; and Berkeley
(46th), dining.
San Francisco, ranked 24th, had the best
rating in the commute category — not the
distance to the city but rather the distance
people travel in order to get to work.

Analysts: Gorbachev
will lose power soon

Study rates L.A. area
views on environment

WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. officials are
reluctantly concluding that Soviet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev’s government is
paralyzed and the initiator of world-shaking
reforms at home and abroad may not hold
power much longer.
Kremlin watchers in Washington are
studying the most likely successors and con
sidering what a post-Gorbachev Soviet
Union may look like.
Gorbachev has enjoyed hearty support
from President Bush, who made no secret of
his hope that the Soviet leader would suc
ceed. But Bush advisers and State Depart
ment analysts now say privately that Gor
bachev appears unable to regain control of
his fractious country and that his time may
be running out.
“He’s getting pretty close to the edge,”
said one influential Soviet affairs analyst at
See NATION, page 5

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Most Southern
Californians are environmentally savvy but
they aren’t willing to part with their beloved
automobiles or curb water consumption, an
“Environmental Report Card” released Mon
day showed.
Residents deserve an environmental “A”
for concern but only a “C-plus” for their
response, said University of California, Los
Angeles, researchers, using Earth Day to
release an ecology survey of 316 residents.
“Southern Californians are discovering
that their initial success in recycling valu
able resources and using less water are a
small price to pay for a planet we can be
proud to pass on to our children,” said UCLA
professor Richard Berk.
The survey showed that many residents
eagerly accept a technological fix, such as
low-flow showerheads and toilets, Berk said.
See STATE, page 4

D e s p ite lo n g -h e ld b e lie fs th a t ta x e s in th e
U n ite d S ta te s s h o u ld b e b a s e d o n a b ilit y to
p a y , th e s tu d y c o n c lu d e d , “ w h e n all o f th e
m a jo r s ta te a n d lo c a l ta x e s a re a d d e d
to g e th e r , v ir tu a lly e v e r y s ta te ta x e s its p(X)r
a n d m id d le -in c o m e fa m ilie s a t r a te s s ig 
n ific a n t ly h ig h e r th a n th o s e fa c e d b y th e
r ic h e s t fa m ilie s .”

20th ANNIVERSARY
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Preparation can
make European
travel smoother
Gabrielie Friedly
Staff W rite'’

Many students take the
opportunity while still in col
lege to round out their educa
tion by taking a summer tour
of Europe.
Tim M cW illiam s, ASI
travel adviser, has several
s u g g e s tio n s for an yon e
preparing for such an adven
ture.
The first step is getting a
passport. Applications can be
picked up at County Govern
ment Center, said McWil
liams, a biological sciences
junior. Each student must
show the original or a copy o f
their birth certificate for
verification.
Two pictures
must also be given which can
be taken at Kinko’s Copy
Center for between $8 and
$10. The passport itself costs
$35, he said.
“ It takes about three
weeks to get the passport, so
its good to start the process
early,” said Felice Marocco,
ASI Travel Center coor
dinator.
The next step to a fun and
exciting trip is to decide
which countries you are most
interested in visiting. McWil
liams suggests, “ Let’s Go
Europe,” a book that breaks
down each country in al
phabetical order.
“The book tells evei*ytiling
you need to know about each
country,” McWilliams said.
M c W illia m s s u g g e s t s
making a schedule o f places
you wish to visit. “You probab
ly won’t stick to the schedule,
but its good to have a
guideline,” he said.
McWilliams said, "You do
not want to rely on it (the
book) for accommodations
See TRAVEL, page 6

Who said parents visiting
can't he suite???

Cal Poly Family Special
• Two Room Suites
• Cooked To Order Breakfast
• Two TV's
• VCR , Free HBO, Microwaves
• Refrigerator Honor Bar
• Complimentary Manager Reception
• Swimming Pool & Whirlpool Spa

The Holbrau is celebrating Its 20th anniversary and wants
to thank everyone for their many years o f support. We want
to show our appreciation with a celebration for the next 8
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Doctor warns
students of
cancer risks
■ Being informed about skin
cancer is key to preventing it.
By Tracy Condron
S taff W riter

Skin Cancer. Any mention of it on
the beach, in the midst of sunbathers,
and you could find yourself with a fist
ful of sand in your face. However, skin
cancer is a growing concern among
physicians, and being educated about
this form of cancer could save your life.
“It’s not impossible for someone in
their early 20s to get skin cancer, but
someone in their late 30s or early 40s is
much more likely,” said Richard Ascoli,
a Cal Poly Health Center physician.
Ascoli said it is important that stu
dents, especially those with fair skin,
are informed abt)ut skin cancer.
According to the Neutrogena Skin
Care Institute, last year more than
600,000 Americans were newly diagnosc'd with skin cancer, making it the
most common form of the disease.
Excessive exposure to the sun is the
greatest known risk factor in the cause
of skin cancer.
Skin cancer can be most readily
cured when it is discovered early and
treated promptly. Being informed about
the disease and aware of its symptoms
can prevent a battle with this some
times deadly cancer.
There are three major types of skin
cancer: basal cell carcinoma, squamous
cell ca r cin o m a and m a lig n a n t
melanoma.
Basal cell carcinoma is the most com
mon. The basal layer of the skin is the
deepest layer of the epidermis (the top
layer of skin). It usually starts as a
small shiny bump on areas which are
normally unprotected from the sun,
such as the head, neck or hand, and it
grows slowly. When untreated, the
bump may crust over or bleed. It can
grow but is not usually life-threatening.
Squamous cell carcinoma is common-

JON ROGERS/Mustang Daily

Four Cal Poly students behind Tenaya Hall relax in the springtime sun. But sunbathers this summer will have to take more
precautions from damaging rays that cause skin cancer, the nation’s most common form of the disease.
ly found on the face and ear tips as a
knob-like bump or as red blotches.
Squamous cells are present in a layer
directly above the basal layer of skin.
Squamous cell cancer, less common
than basal cell cancer, tends to grow
faster. It is also more likely to “metas
tasize,” meaning it will spread to other
internal systems of the body, which can,
in turn, become cancerous.
The last type of skin cancer is
m elanom a, and it is the most
dangerous. This cancer begins in the
melanocytes, the skin cells that produce
the dark protective pigment called
melanin. When exposed to sunlight, the
melanin in skin increases to form a
protective layer in the form of a suntan.
Melanoma consists of melanocytes
which have been transformed into can
cer cells that grow uncontrollably.
Once colonies of melanoma cells

reach vital internal organs and grow,
they are much more difficult to treat,
making melanoma a potentially lethal
form of cancer.
Ascoli said that if people know the
symptoms, they are more likely to seek
treatment. Sometimes, though, they
wait too long. “If you get care early, you
can cut the cancer off,” Ascoli said.
Melanoma shows up looking like a
mole. If a mole undergoes a sudden or
continuous change, that is a sign to see
a physician. Possible symptoms of
melanoma include when one half of a
mole doesn’t match the other half, the
borders o f the mole are ragged, the pig
mentation is different shades of color or
the diameter of the mole is greater than
six millimeters.
Anyone can get skin cancer.
A new popularity in skin-tanning has
been the use of tanning parlors. It is

possible to get skin cancer in tanning
booths but not as likely.
“All tanning rays are risky; however,
tanning lxx)ths use longer rays which
are less damaging and much less risky
for causing skin cancer. But it is not
risk-free,” Ascoli said.
Adrienne Thfreteller, a sales repre
sentative at Sundance Thnning Center,
said beginning tanners will sit in a
booth for only 10 to 15 minutes. Tan
ners then build up, but Sundance will
only allow their customers 30 minutes
maximum to prevent burning.
“Here, you build up to a certain color,
and you stop,” Tbifeteller said. “In the
sun you keep getting darker and possib
ly burn.”
Being informed about skin cancer is
the first step in prevention. More infor
mation can be obtained at the Health
Center.

WORLD
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From page 3
“However," he said, “Southern
Californians are very reluctant
to change their driving habits,
and we’ve noted some resistance
to water conservation as well.”

The Save the Earth Founda
tion funded the Environmental
Report Card survey.
“If we could think o f Southern
California overall as a student
enrolled in a course on sound en-

vironmental practices, and con
sider our survey as an exam, I
would give this student an ‘A’ for
environmental concern and a ‘Cplus’ for actual performance,”
said Berk.

♦ oS tennerQ len ♦
Announces

Summer Housing for 1991
The price is incredibly low!
Call our office at 544-4540 or better yet,
come by and take a look!

From page 3
detour to Kuwait to reaffirm U.S.
support of the emirate.
Before leaving Jiddah, Baker
had a 35-minute telephone con
versation with Soviet Foreign
M inister Alexander A. Be
ssmertnykh. Baker wants Mos
cow to cosponsor the peace talks,
provided the Soviets resume full
diplomatic relations with Israel
after a 24-year lapse.
Bessmertnykh is expected to
make a trip to Israel soon.
Baker’s detailed briefing of the
Soviet official and the fact that
he was keeping his schedule
op>en raised a possibility that
Baker might fly to Moscow to
firm up a jointly sponsored con

ference, provided he can resolve
the Arab-Israeli differences over
the agenda and the extent of
third-party participation.
Tlie Saudis confirmed during
Baker’s meetings in Jiddah with
King Fahd and Prince Saud, the
foreign minister, that they would
not participate directly in peace
negotiations though they may
take part in dealing with such
side issues as the environment.
But Prince Saud, seeing
Baker off to Kuwait, said “It was
conveyed to the secretary that
Saudi Arabia believes it is time
to put an end to the Arab-Israeli
conflict and to achieve a com
prehensive and just solution to
the Palestinian question.”

1050 Foothill Blvd., San Luis Obispo
V
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Varied services given
at little-known center
in agriculture building

•91-'92 Rentals
Furnished 3 brm. 11/2 bath apts
Private rooms from 5325/monLli
Limital amount o f shiired r(X)ms
From S162.6()/month
i Pool,weight r(X)m, free aerobics,
computer room, &
quiet areas available.
Call or com e by today for more
information
Valencia Student Housing
555 Rantona Drive
SLO, C A 93405
(805) 543-1450
y

Fast Contacts for SLO People
Offering same day replacement on most soft and
gas permeable contact lenses

■ Students can find administrative forms and
needed help at the Student Resource Center.
By Aaron Nix
Staff Writer ___

Being successful at Cal Poly
means facing many challenges
over the years. There are forms
to fill out, requirements to meet
and advice to seek from a variety
of sources.
The average student probably
would find it hard to believe that
one place on campus can assist
in all these areas, plus help in
finding internships and jobs
after graduation.
“Most people don’t even know
we’re here, said Shannon Hamil
ton, a facilitator at the Student
Resource Center. “ I’ve had
friends who are graduating
seniors wander in here, look
around, and say ‘what do you
guys do here, anyway?’ ”
The Student Resource Center
offers guidance to people seeking
information about services avail
able on campus. Located in room
202 of the Erhart Agriculture
building, the center is run by
junior and senior agriculture-re
lated majors who volunteer their
time to answer student ques
tions.
“Most people come in here for
forms, like add/drop slips and
petitions,” said Shelly Stace, a
student facilitator and agricul
ture science senior.
“We have just about all the
forms found at the Administra
tion building, and we’re more
than happy to help students fill
them out.”
The center can be particularly
useful to incoming freshmen who
are unfamiliar with college life.
“New students usually don’t
know where anything is,” Hamil
ton said. “We can help them with
everything from locating laundry
facilities to filling out course
deviation forms. They just need
to come in, and they can probab
ly get the help they need right
here.”
“This is definitely a place
where the older students pump
up the younger ones,” Stace said.
“When a person is new and un
sure, it’s hard to see the light at

the end of the tunnel. The ad
visers here are all juniors and
seniors, so we have the informa
tion and experience necessary to
help students keep the ball roll
ing.”
Hamilton said the center also
has plenty to offer to older stu
dents preparing for life after
graduation.
“We have a file cabinet full of
information on co-ops, inter
nships and graduate programs,”
Hamilton said. “We can provide
references from fellow students
on the quality of many o f the op
portunities, and in some cases
we have the connections to help
students get their foot in the
door.”
Most o f the services provided
by the center were developed
over the years by the volunteer
advisers. According to Hamilton,
a facilitator gets one or two units
of course credit for working at
the center, depending on how
much work is done. Those earn
ing two units must complete a
project related to the center, im
proving the quality in some way.
Past efforts have brought the
center new resources such as a
computer terminal and a coinoperated copy machine.
Stace and Hamilton agreed
that anyone could find a use for
the center, regardless of their
major.
“It’s true, this place started
out serving primarily ag busi
ness students, but we welcome
anyone to come in for help,”
Stace said. “Because o f the new
CAPTURE registration system,
it seems students don’t talk to
advisers in their own depart
ments anymore. We realize what
a gap that creates between the
faculty and students, and the 15
o f us who volunteer here are
available to help bring things
closer together.”
The Student Resource Center
is open M on day th rou g h
Thursday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
and Fridays from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
No appointment is necessary,
and an adviser is always on hand
to answer questions.

N A T IO N
From page 3
State. “The situation looks very
precarious,” said another.
One official with long ex
perience observing Soviet affairs
said the administration has
received recent signals from
various sources indicating that
Gorbachev is in serious trouble
and is “maneuvering furiously to
protect his flanks and undercut
the opposition.”
“He’s very much aware of the
threat,” the official said.
Administration officials are
reluctant to comment op>enly
about Gorbachev’s political sur
vival, and those who spoke to
The Associated Press did so only
under anonymity.
Other observers injected a
note o f caution, saying there is
much hysterical talk but little
hard evidence.
John D. Steinbruner, director
of foreign policy studies at the
Brookings Institution, said, “I do
not see signs of his imminent
demise.”
“He has balanced the overall
politics in a way that doesn’t
make it easy to get at him,”
Steinbruner said, though he ack
nowledged, “One never quite

knows where the breaking point
is.”
State Department Counselor
Robert B. Zoellick, in outlining
Bush administration policy on
Capital Hill recently, alluded to
the “increased uncertainty about
the future course” o f the Soviet
Union.
The United States, he said,
“should try to manage uncertain
ty by multiplying our channels of
information and increasing our
points o f access with a rapidly
changing Soviet society.”
The administration is at
tempting to broaden its contacts
at all levels of the Soviet power
structure while trying not to un
dermine Gorbachev, whom it still
regards as a friend and a positive
force for change.
“We are resisting the advice of
critics who say we should wash
our hands of Gorbachev,” said
one well-placed official. “We don’t
count him out.”
Bush is pressing to settle a
dispute over conventional force
cuts in Europe and to complete
work on a strategic arms reduc
tion treaty (START) while he still
has a sympathetic counterpart in
the Kremlin,

Optometrie Services of San Luis Obispo

David A. Schultz, O.D.
Contact Lenses and Unique Eyewear

7 7 8 Marsh Stree t , SLO

543-5200
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READY
FOR
SUM M ER
$

FOR ONLY

per month
P lu s a s m a ll o n e tim e e n ro llm e n t fee.

• free weights
• fitness machines
• recumbent bikes
• stationary bikes
• life rower
• dressing facilities
• sauna
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Enroll before 4/27/91 & recieve
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full facility membership.

544-2582

3563 Sueldo Sreet, S.L.O. CA 93410

See what the future has in store for you at

The Fourth Annual Symposium
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Meet industry specialists:

,

Apple Computer, Dow, Beatrice/Hunt Wesson, Mobil Chemical,
Xerox, Zellerbach, Clorox, Sealed Air, Richter, Slautterback and more!

•OpenForum 'ExpeitPanelists •GovernmentRepresentatives •RecyclingInformation 'Displays

Wednesday and Thursday April 24 & 25

CHUMASH AUDITORIUM FREE ADMISSION
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A day at the park...Earth Day 1991
Left, Denise Sevier
massages Nicole
Koppel's feet at a
booth at the Earth
Day Fair at El
Chorro Regional
Park, Below, Miles
Woodsman gets
directions from his
father Woody at
mom's (Lady TieDye's) bead booth.
Right, Teresa
Wright, a Poly
electrical
engineering junior,
mans the Amnesty
International jail
cell/booth.
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Here in SLO!
One Day Only
Tickets on Sale
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U.U. 11A.M. - 1 P.M.

From page 3
though because everyone travel
ing in Europe has the book." It is
better to purchase a Youth Hos
tel Card and the International
Youth Hostel Directory to aid in
accommodations.
An International Student I.D.
is also worth purchasing for $14,
McWilliams said.

At last count,
there were 125
different colors
and textures
of paper at
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“The card basically pays for it
self," he said. The student will
receive discounts throughout
Europe including museums, car
rentals and some hotel accom
modations, he said. The I.D. also
p ro v id e s $4,000 in su ran ce
coverage.
Student discounts on roundtrip airfare can be worked out
through any travel agency. “In
general, the average rate to
Europe will be around $800

round-trip during the summer,”
McWilliams said.
For the most part visas are
not necessary, McWilliams said.
All of Western Europe and much
of Eastern Europe do not require
them, he said. The ASI Travel
Center has a list o f which
countries require visas.
Once you are in Europe, the
easiest way to go from country to
country is by way o f European
trains. Many people travel at

Women's Week

April 22-26

Special selection of books on
women's issues and concerns
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30 Copies Everyday!
Corner of Foothill dr Chorro
7 till Midnight • 541-COPY
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night to save money on accom
modations, McWilliams said.
“There are couchette cars (sleep
ing cars) that have bunkbeds
with provided linen that are fair
ly comfortable,” he said.
Marocco said, “If you plan to
travel on the overnight trains,
you should make reservations a
few days before to assure a
couchette car."
Security should be a major
con cern for all E uropean
travelers. “If you go with a con
scious attitude and have a little
bit o f sense, you should be fine,”
Marocco said. All valuables
should be kept in a money-belt.
Many students also carry fannypacks, but students must be
careful with these because they
can unsnap easily, she said.
In case anything is stolen, “It
is good to make copies of your
passport and the numbers on the
traveler checks,” Marocco said.
One set of copies should be
left at home and the other set
should be given to a fellow
traveler. “This way if your
passport or any traveler checks
are stolen, it is easier to get new
ones while in Europe,” she said.
“Traveler checks are the safest
, way to travel,” Marocco said.
The ASI Travel Center is
providing free weekly workshops
on European travel. The next is
Wednesday from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
in U.U., room 218.
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Men’s tennis gears for nationals
after
taking
third
conference
title
Geoff Seratti
By

Staff Writer

The Mustangs men’s tennis
team clinched its third consecu
tive conference title during the
weekend, beating shorthanded
Chapman 5-1 on Sunday at Cal
Poly.
The Mustangs improved to
29-1 in the conference over the
last three years. They now
have won 24 con feren ce
matches in a row. Cal Poly is
14-8 and 10-0 in the con
ference.
Coach Kevin Pla*^t said it is
a great feat. “Ours is the
toughest conference in the
country. Bakersfield and River
side are much improved as is
the rest of the conference. It’s
great not to lose to those teams
for two-and-a-half years.”
Chapman only brought five
eligible players to the match,
and Platt said even though
Chapman is ranked No. 10 in
Division II, they are substan
tially weaker than in past
years. “They are the weakest
I’ve seen them in nine years.
They are usually a strong
top-lO team every year. They

As a team the Mustangs are
ranked No. 2 in Division II
heading into nationals. In
dividually they have four
players ranked in the top 50 in
national singles play. Sasao is
ranked No. 2 in the nation;
Havrilenko 19th; Allman 36th
and Nielsen is ranked 48th.
In dou bles S asao-H avrilenko are ranked fifth in the
country while Allman-Ollivier
are ranked 12th.

have lost a couple of players to
injuries and suspensions this
year.”
The only loss for the Mus
tangs was Eric Sasao at No. 1
singles. He struggled and lost
in straight sets 6-2, 7-6 (7-1), to
Laurent Dropsy.
Platt said Dropsy was the
rookie of the year in the con
ference two years ago. “The guy
played great, really consistent.
That’s the best match he’s
played in two-and-a-half years.
Eric’s been struggling, not
playing his best.” Sasao has
had the best record on the team
over the past three years. Platt
said he has played only a
couple of matches up to his
usual standards this year.

In a tuneup for nationals,
some of the Mustangs are play
ing the Ojai Intercollegiates
beginning Thursday. In the in
dependent intercollegiates,
Platt said Allman and Ollivier
will play singles and doubles.
Tbp players from teams in
the CCAA conference, Pepperdine, Loyola Marymount and
other teams, will compete in
that tournament, Platt said.
For Allman and Ollivier, “It
will give them a chance against
top teams to see if they can do
well and maybe get a seeding
at nationals,” Platt said.
In the intercollegiate invita
tional tournament, also at Ojai,
Sasao and Havrilenko will play
singles and doubles for the

Cal Poly swept the rest of
the singles matches in straight
sets, and doubles was not
played. No. 2 Alex Havrilenko
defeated Aris Vassiliou 6-1, 6-4;
No. 3 Max Allman beat Bruce
Wolfram 6-2, 6-0; No. 4 Mark
Nielsen routed Roland Ressigdire 6-0, 6-0; No. 5 Marc Di
li vier won when Ken Nakama
forfeited due to injury 6-0, 2-0;
and the No. 6 singles match
was defaulted by Chapman.

Mustangs. Platt said highranking players from tennis
powers including UCLA, Stan
ford, u s e and UC Berkeley
will play at the invitational.
Platt said the Ojai weekend
is a busy time for him, since
the team is playing, and he is
recruiting for both the men and
women. Platt said he will not
be able to coach as much at
Ojai, and the players will be
more on their own in matches.
Many M ustang players
should garner all-conference
honors. Platt said Ricardo
Reyes and Allman have been
undefeated in singles and
doubles play in the conference
all year. He said the team
should get every player on the
a ll-co n fe re n ce team . “ We
deserve it,” he said.
Allman could win player of
the year in the conference,
Platt said. Allman has only one
loss including non-conference
matches, and the loss was to
the No. 1-ranked player in the
country in Division II.
The team begins defense of
its 1990 NCAA Division II na
tional title on May 10 at the
nationals in Oklahoma.
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SYMPOSIUM
F r o m p ag e 1

dents because many people in in
dustry are unfamiliar with the
potential here. It’s also a way for
us to help the industry get the
word out about career oppor
tunities and let them tell their
story to Cal Poly,” Stead said.
I^uger, an industrial technol
ogy senior, said people from
every major should attend the
free symposium.
“It seems that in almost any
field you’ll be going into, you’ll be
dealing with environmental is
sues; they’re very big now,*
Kruger said. “People also need tc
make some informed decisions,
especially with the new ballot
measures we’ll need to vote on.
“People should come out and
ask the important questions
themselves and get the right
answers.”
Thursday’s recycling forum
will provide opportunities for
students to ask a panel o f in
dustrial, governmental, environ
mental and educational experts
about pending issues in the in
dustry.
The forum will be held in
Chumash Auditorium at 11 a.m.
and will be moderated by Lynn
Diehl, KSBY-TV anchor woman.
“This will give you a different
perspective on things,” Kruger
said. “It should help you under
stand the liabilities of products.
“Plus, it’s good free informa
tion,” Kruger said.

C l a s s if ie d
Annourioements

Cam pm

CRIME
STOPPERS

*GOLDEN KEY*
Come see what’s going on I
Tue.23,bpm U U 2 ib

FRI. MAR. 22 OR
SAT. MAR. 23
NRM DEPT.

POLY SCI CLUB
RESUME SEMINAR
TUES RM.226 11:00AM

SURF CLUB BBQ

TUES SPRIL 23 6PM CUESTA PARK
SURF TRIPS,CONTESTS.EXCHANGES
MORE INFO CALL DAN 541-1707.

TRIATHLON CLUB
Mtg 7pm rm201 S q No . All Levels

A Macintosh II Video Display
Terminal, Keyboard, Hard Disk Drive
And Associated Software Were
Stolen Along With A Few Other
Miscellaneous Items.
If You Have Any Information
Regarding This Missing Equipment
And Software, Please Contact
Doug Piirlo At 756-2968/ Message
REWARD AVAILABLE

LifeauaridsWanted

for
jr WILÖTLOWER TRIATHLON. Free
T-shirt, visor, and party.
Current certifications in 1st
aid, CPR, and lifeguard train
ing. C ^ l Tory 528 0982

|

Greçlc Nows

Employment

Roommates

CONGRATS TO
N EW A O II INITIATES

KNOW ACAD EARN $$$$
STUDENT ACADIO $495, LANDCADD,
COGO, DCA FLOORPLAN, IBM SYSTEMS
COMPUCAD 541-2184

Own Rm/bathroom in Condo on
Peach St. Wash/Dry Frpic/Pool/Jac
$325/mo -t- dep. Call Ed 544 9135

THE MEN OF EN THANK THEIR
DATES FOR A GREAT DATE PARTY!

MUSTANG DAILY

IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
EMPLOYMENT NEXT YEAR. OPENINGS
IN CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.
TYPESETTING, PASTE-UP, GRAPHIC
DESIGN, AND GENERAL O FR CE
ASSISTANCE. INQUIRE IN PERSON
RM 226 GRAPHIC ARTS.

ZTA

Good Luck with your Spring
Rush!
Love. The Sisters of KAO.

Wantsef
WANTED 100 PEOPLE:
We Will Pay You To Lose
10-29 lbs in 30 days ALL NATURAL.
1-800 347-7584

R&R Word Processing (Rons), 5442591, RATES R E D U C E ! 15 yrs.exp.

RADIO SALES.OUTSIDE SALES EXP
A MUST.BROADCAST BACKGROUND
H E L P FU L RESUMES TO:KXFM PO BOX
1964.SANTA MARIA.CA 93456 EOE
WORK-STUDY STUDENT NEEDED!!
Extended Educ.Dept: General
Office Du ties .Computer knowledge/phone skills a plus.1015 hrs/week.Contact Debbie or
Irma at 756-2053.

FAST MACINTOSH SE
2 MUCH 2 LIST GREG 541-0135

Cheer Tryouts

Guys & Gals
Meeting 4/24 8pm Motl Gym Lobby
Tryouts 4/27 10am info Jen X3967

MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

COMING APRIL 27428TH

BEACH
VOLLEYBALL

at Avila Beach. Sign-Up Now
For Info call Rec Sports X I366

WILDFLOWER

May 3-5 VOLUNTEERS NEEDED.
FREE T-Shirt, food, camping,
party and more! Sign up in
U.U. Tues,Wed,Thurs 10-2.

TWIS M t’ETlKG O f TUt G tT R \0
O f S linim g ir l S c l u b is now
IN SESSION.' f IRSV
ROBBtS WIU. PRESENT OUR
P INVANO A L

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTfishenes
Earn $5,000+/mo.Free transportation!
Room and Board!Over 8,000 openings.
No experience necessary Mals/Femals.
For 68pg employment manual .send
$8.95toM&L Research ,Box84008.Seattle
WA 98124-100% moneyback guarantee.

Leather Jacket Neiman Marcus
1 Yr.Old $500value $60 543-3691

HONDA ELITE 150 MINT COND.
ORG OWNER JIM 544 5353

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-59,230/yr.
Call (11805-687-6000 Ext.R-10081
for current federal list.

m iK iiii

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-$59,230/YR.
Call (1) 805-962-8000 Ext.R-10081
for current federal list

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE
LARGE ROOM IN LAGUNA LAKE
CONDO FOR INFO CALL MICHELLE
542-0455

NA\T. WE OlDNT NE SlNii WAT I WANT TD yfe can't. NE
SING VAE
AT TUE £/fû SING \T NON ^AVE TO PoUûW
TRÖfER PROTOCOL!
G.R0 .SS ANTVEN
OF TUE
N ,
SEE^ ITSASS
ON U€ AGENDA
TUAT WE SING
TUE ANTUEM

LAST.'

Rente! Hoüsirig
3 Bedroom-21/2 Bath Luxury Condo.
415. No Chorro. Lease 7-1-91 to
6-30-92. $1200/mo. Drive by &
pick up flyer. 543-8370.

3BD/2BA HOUSE 4 RENT LAGUNA
LAKE AREA LOTS EXTRAS.AVAIL.6/15
$1200/mo. CALL TIM 542-0859

FEMALE ROOMMATE-OWN ROOM
IN 4 BED/2BATH HOUSE IN SLO.
$205/mo OPEN MAY 1.543-1201
HOUSE FOR LEASE (LAGUNA) 541-8238
NEWLY REMODELED 3BEDROOM (GUYS)

LIVE IN STYLE
Best Apt House In SLO
1&2 Bedrooms Rarley Avail
Completely Remodeled Units
Grage w/ Storage
Furns Avail
Sub Leasing Allowed
91-92 June&Sept Leases
Avail Now 544-3952
284 N Chorro #6 SLO

Room for Rent Laguna Lake Area
$275 Avail. Now 543-7827.
SUMMER SUBLET Great 2bdrm dup.
new dean quiet! H20 & Trash pd
$675-neg. great for 2 students
or coupfe MUST SEE! This 1
won't last! Call 546-9750

HomM for Sate
cWiNiH GRoHOSS Í
BESTCLUBIKTHE
5J

Co

------------------- ---

1 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO?
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST
EXPENSIVE HOUSES & CONDOS FOR
SALE IN SLO, CALL STEVE NELSON
543-8370. FARRELL SMYTH R/E.
BEST PRICED C O N (X )S & HOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBISPO
CONSIDERING BUYING A HOUSE
IN TOWN? CALL ME 1ST
WARREN DOI (800) 549-1313
BETTER HOAXES & GARDENS

8
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AGRI VIEW
From pa}>e 1
rest of Saturday’s events.
“Everybody knew we had to
move the flag ceremony inside,
and they all worked very hard
and quickly to make it good,”
Sabol said. “The weather was
really bad that day, and I know
that some people stayed home
because of it. But the crowd was
a good one; they were happy,
they were the right people and
they came to see us.”
Sabol said there wasn’t just
one exhibit that stood out as the
most successful, because they
were all great. He said that the

ornamental horticulture display,
however, was especially unique
because of its extensive setup.
Ron Regan, ornamental hor
ticulture departm ent head,
agreed that the display was uni
que because it depicted the na
ture of the department through
24 different exhibits.
“The departm ent invited
about 170 junior high school
science students and a couple of
high school classes to come to the
event,” Regan said. “The young
students were put into groups,
which were hosted by ornamen
tal horticulture students, and

given tours through the ex
hibits.”
Pi Alpha Xi, an ornamental
horticulture club, sponsored a
community flower show, a 15year-old event. Three hundred
entries were received and judged
for the show and put on display
for the public.
“We had a lot of fun,” Regan
said. “The best part of the event
was having the opportunity to
talk with parents of students and
alumni. It was very rewarding
and worthwhile to get back to
the old Poly Royal. We went back
to the basics with the education

al display, and we’ll grow from
here.”
Agri View Cochairperson
David Neels, an agricultural
education sophomore, said that
because everything went well
this year, he expects there will
be an overwhelming amount of
people wanting to help out next
year.
He said that one o f the most
difficult aspects o f organizing the
event was departments and clubs
getting sch(X)ls to come to the
event.
“Since this was the first year,
many departments and clubs

were hesitant, but we worked
with them to encourage schools
to come for the educational dis
plays,” he said.
“It was really neat seeing all
of the kids on Friday because
they were having a great time,”
Neels said. “Teachers took the
time to talk to them, and I think
they really appreciated that.”
Overall, Sabol said the event
was a success.
“The School o f Agriculture
was out to prove we could have a
quality, educational open-house,
not a carnival,” he said. “Mission
accomplished.”

years ago.
Emery, a business graduate
student, says the future of
Agriculture Am bassadors is
promising. Already, the group
has been credited with an in
creasing quantity and quality of
applications.
Killgore says their presenta
tions are energetic and profes
sional. They usually begin with a
questionnaire containing surpris

ing facts about agriculture.
“It’s mind-boggling — the
response and interest we get
b a ck from
s t u d e n t s and
teachers,” Killgore said.
Right now. Agriculture Am
bassadors is accepting applica
tions for the 1991-92 academic
year. Killgore said there will be
about 20 openings.
To be considered for an am
bassador position, students must

be enrolled in the School of
Agriculture or have an agricul
tural career objective, and have a
Cal Poly cumulative GPA of 2.5.
“We are looking for outgoing,
professional people who can com
municate well with their peers,”
Emery said.
Applications are available in
the dean’s office. An information
meeting is set for April 30, at 7
p.m. in Ag Sciences, room 211.

AMBASSADORS
From page 1
dents are not aware of the oppor
tunities available at schools such
as Cal Poly, he said.
Killgore, an agribusiness
junior, said ambassadors come
from all different majors within
the School of Agriculture.
“It’s a strong and solid or
ganization where each member
contributes a lot o f time and ef
fort,” Killgore said. “It is like the

cream of the crop from the School
of Agriculture.”
Killgore says the group is an
experience in leadership and
communication. Not only do they
gain insight into agriculture, but
ambassadors also meet industry
leaders and develop friendships.
Killgore and Agriculture Am
bassador Vice President Suzie
Emery have been a part of the
organization since it began three

POLY ‘P’

APPLE DAYS 1

Fri>m page 1
clubs on a rotating basis to climb
the hill, pick up rubbish and
color the “P” white with paint
provided by the school.
But the “P” has not been
white for more than a month
now, leaving students to wonder
if Pride of the “P” is doing its job.
Denholm said the “P” h'‘.s been
neglected on purpose because it
has taken the form o f the
American flag.
“You can’t argue with God,
motherhood and apple pie,”
Gerard said of the intentional
neglect. He said, however, that
the “P” was beginning to look
shoddy and should be painted
soon.
Denholm said the “P” was

scheduled to be painted last
Saturday by Delta Sigma Phi
fraternity but was canceled due
to the rain. The group plans to
paint the letter this weekend.
Gerard was not opposed to the
idea of the “P” being altered by
clubs on campus, as long as the
clubs agreed to return the “P” to
its original form. Gerard said
that sort of option would need
controls.
Gerard said the university
should have some control over
groups painting the “P”. “Some
creative individuals might come
up with something offensive,” he
said.
Gerard said the cooperation of
the student body in general is
needed to keep the “P.”

10% Off

•

n i l

Hair DeÀ

Any Service

----------------------------------<2

^ > New clients only with this sJ

21 Years specializing in:
Perms • Hair Coloring • Frosts • Weaving

225

o

Madonna

R oad 5 4 3 - 1 2 1 1

Y ourself A part
N ext year

\-

ENJOY OaiET AND PRIVACY AT

S tafford G ardens

ir o p i n !
to our new location . . .
(at the corner o f Osos & Higuera streets)
------- call 541-4420-------WOODSTOCK'S

La s C asitas
D eluxe 1 & 2 B edroom
T ownhooses
3 B locks from campus

PIZZA

TW O 12” CHEESE PIZZAS
ONLY $9.99!
w/this coupon
(Additional toppings extra each pizza)

&

Now leasing for fall quarter
Call 543-2032 for more information

Expires 4 /3 0 /d l
Offices located at 1377 Stafford St. #2, SLO, CA

Jf/

